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AB STRACT
Investigation of a simple analytic model of an interfluvial r*'ater table

demonstrates that a shift in groundu'ater recharge N changes the water table elevation
rhe most near the middle of rhe interfluve. Consequently, lakes lying fanhest from
riven are most vulnerable to lake-level change. The panial derivative of groundwater
head with respect to N, the "positional sensitiviry," is quantified for the simple model as

a function of position across the interfluve. Despite its simpliciry, the positional
sensitivity of the model has some predictive value for water-table and lake-level changes

in a sandplain in west-central Minnesota.
Lake levels are also a function of surhcial hydrology. "Lake pumping" is

symbolized by y and defined as the net removal of water from a lake by hydrologic

processes acting at rlre lake surface, namely evaporation minus direct precipitation and

minus any input from overland runoff that reaches the lake. Investigation of a simple
analytic groundwater model of a circular Jake next to an infinitely long river shows that

the sensitiviry of the lake lbvel to a change in l is proportional to rhe radius of the lake

and its disrance from rhe river. The analysis also indicates that lakes lying in highly

permeable substrates are not very sensitive to changes in 1.

The response of a lake level to a shift in climate depends on characteristics of
surfrcial and groundwarer hydrology that are unique to that lake. Determination of the
past levels of several lakes, rather than just one, should help provide a more nearly
unique reconstruction of past hydrology and climate. Analysis of the sediments of
several closed-basin lakes lying in the Parkers Prairie sandplain in west-central
Minnesota indicates rhat lake levels were lowest about 8.5 to 8 ka. I manipulate the N
and yof a steady-stare analytic-element groundwater model such that the modeled water

table coincides with the paleo-lake levels for a given past time. Model results indicate
that lake levels at 8.5 to 8 ka can be explained primarily by reducing N to 4OVo of the

modern value, coupled wirh a l of about 20 to 30 cm yrl. By 6 ka N had increased to

50 to 80Va of the modern value allowing nrost lakes to rise in level, but y may also have

increased forcing at least one lake to remain nearly dry.
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CHAPTER I .

GROUN'DWATER CO\TROL OF CLOSED-BASIN LAKE LEVELS: 1. EFFECT
OF DIFFERENT AQTJ''IFER RECF{ARGE RATES L}{DER STEADY-STATE
coNDmoNs

ABSTRACT
Investigation of a simple analytic model of an interfluvial u'ater table

demonstrates that a shift in groundu'ater recharge changes the water table elevation the

most near the middle of rhe interfluve. The panial derivative of groundwater head u'ith
respect to recharge, the "positional sensitivity," is quantified for the simple model as a

function of position across rhe interfluve. Despite its simplicity, the positional

sensitivity of rhe model has some predictive value for water-table and lake-level changes

in a sandplain in wesr-cenral lr{innesota. Knou'ledge that lake-level sensitiviry can be

direcrly proponional to the distance from dre lake to the nearest river may help identify
u'hich lakes on the landscape are vulnerable to lake-level change and may help in the

interpretation of paleo lake level s.

NTRODUCNON
Aside from seasonal fluctuations in level of usually a meter or less, lakes are

often considered to be rarher srable fearures of the landscape. Lakes with outles are

especially stable, while closed-basin lakes (those without outlets) exhibit more
fluctuations in level. Rivers might be perceived as being unstable in level, given the
floods rhat can result from extraordinary events of snowmelt and precipitation.
However, when viewed over longer time periods (decades to millennia) under steady-

state h1'drologic condirions, rivers tend to be rhe more pernaxent and stable hydrologic
features, assuming fluvial dou'ncuning and deposition are minimal. ln contrast, over
rhe long term rhe warer table and the closed-basin lakes connected wittr it may change
many meters in elevadon

While closed-basin lal<es can exist under many circumstances, one of the most

common senings is in fairly permeable substrates under a climate in which evaporation
more or less balances precipitation. The upper N{idwest contains many such closed-

basin lakes, and slight shifts in the regional climate on a time scale of decades or even

Iess can change rhe steady-sate elevation of these lakes by several meters. For
example, Big Marine Lake in eastern Minnesota rose over 3 m in about 40 ;'ears
(Brown, 1985); School Section Lake in cenrral Minnesota rose over 2 m in less than

five years (lr{ohring, 1986); and Devils Lake in eastern North Dakota fell almost 12 m
during the period 1867 to 1941, and then rose about 4 m from 1941 to 1951 (Swenson

and Colby, i955; rhe lake has continued to rise since their reporl). Such lake-level
changes can cause exrensive properry damage or devaluation. It would be valuable to
identify those lakes in rhe landscape that are most vulnerable to such changes to allow
closer monitoring and perhaps connol.
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Because of the obvious, ahhough complicated, relationship begween modern
Iake levels and short-range climate, past lake levels have been studied in an effort to
infer past climate. l\{ost of these efforts have focused on the surfrcial hydrology of the
lake's watershed by using a water-budget equation or a u'ater-and-energy-budget
equation to find the possible climatic conditions that could have caused the past lake
levels as indicated by the geologic evidence (e.9., Kutzbach, 1980; Benson, 1981;
Roberts, i983; Street-Perrott and Robens, 1983; Street-Perrott and Harrison, 1985;
Winkler et al. ,1986). These studies are limited to siruadons where the shifts in the
water table are simple enough so that groundwater flow need not be modeled, namely
situations in which groundwater divides are congruent *'ith surficial u'atershed
boundaries. However, a great many lakes are connected with a regional interfluvial
water table, and the lake levels change in direct response to shifts in the elevation of the
water table. In such cases, the effect of changing water-table elevations must be
factored out, perhaps through the use of a groundwater model, before a surficial water-
budget equation could be applied u,ith validity. Thus paleoclimatic inferences would
benefit greatly from knowledge of how lake levels were sensitive to changes in the
water table.

This paper demonstrates how a simple interfluvial water table is sensitive to
changes in recharge. To this end, I examine a steady-state analytic model (a simple
equation, really) of perhaps the simplest possible interfluvial configuration: a strip of
surficial aquifer bounded on two sides by infinitely long canals of constant head. Not
surprisingly, the results show that changes in recharge affected the water table the most
near the middle of the interfluve. Despite the simplicity of the model, I apply the results
to an actual field siruation in west-central Minnesota, and I explore the limits of this
applicability. Throughout the paper I assume that lakes are small (a few to roughly 100
ha in area) and that they are merely indicators of the u'ater-table elevation, much like
large-diameter monitoring wells. The complexities of lake-groundwater interactions are
being investigated with increasing detail by others (McBride and Pfannkuch, i975;
Winter, 1976,1978; Pfannkuch and Winter, i984; Winter and Pfannkuch, 1984), and
must be considered when one deals with the detailed hydrology of individual lakes.

Mrruop: SIMpLE- s ysrEM EeUATIoN FoR GRoLTNDwATER poTENTIAL

The actual sensitiviry of the piezometric head (Q) to a change in recharge S)
may be defined as EQ/EN (see Table l.l for a surunary of symbols used). To evaluate
this expression, a system of very simple geometry must be defined so that the equation
describing head as a function of position will be short and tractable. The system I chose
imposes uniform recharge over a strip of surficial aquifer bounded on two sides by
infinitely long parallel rivers (canals, really, of constant head along their lengths); all
groundwater flow in such a system is linear and perpendicular to the rivers (Fig. 1.1).
The rivers need not have the same head. If groundu'ater potential in a water-table

aquifer is defined as O = 0.5 k Q2 then

!- I



Table 1.1. Definitions of palameler sl,nrbols and r':rlttes of constanls

Symbol Definition or value (unit of nleasurenlent)

0 = u'iter-table head (m)

0e = head atriverA = 30 m

h = head at river B = 20 m
k = h)'draulic conductivity (m s-r)
kl = 1E-3 m s-1, coarse sand and gravel
kZ = 0.5 kr = 5E-4 m s-l

O = 0.5 k Q2 = groundwater polential (nr3 5-l;

OA = 0.5 k Q,c2 = groundu,ater potendlil at river A (m3 5-t;

OB = 0.5 k Qg2 = grounciu,ater potential at river B (m3 5-t1

N- = ground$'ater recharge (nt s-1, or crrr 1'r-1)

Nt = 5E-9 D1s'1, which = 15.8 cm 1'r-l
N2 -2Nr=iE-8ms-l
DA = distance from river A (nt)
DB = distance from river B (m)
L = 0.5(Da + Ds) = half the distance fronr river A to river B (m)
DAL =Da/L = distance from river A relative to L (trnitless)

SN = (aO/aN /L2 = (k 0 a0/aN),{-2 = dinrensionless positional sensitiviry of the
groundwater potential u'ith respect to a change in recharge (unit-less)

aQ/aN = {(C L\/(k Q)} SN = acrua.l posirional sensitivity of the water table with respect
to a change in recharge (m/(cm 1'r1), or nV(m s-t; if C is omitted)

C =3.1718-10 (m s':)/(cm ),r-1), nrereiy a conversion factor
No = 5E-9 m s-l = 15.8 cm 1,r'1, estirnlite of nrodern-day recharge used in the full

groundwater ntodel of the Parkers Prairie sandplain
lq = 2.25E-3 m s-l, estinriite of hy&aulic conductivity used in the full

groundwater model of the Parkers Prairie sandplain

- -
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o = (-N/2)(De2 - 2DAL)- (@e - @B)(De - L)/zL+ (@a * Oil/Z (1.1)
describes the groundwater potenrial as a function of position and recharge in the strip of
aquifer, given the heads of the two rivers and the hydraulic conductiviry of rhe aquifer
(see Table 1.1 for meaning of s1'mbols used; see Strack, 1988, for a derivation of
essentially thjs same equation). This equation models steady-state, rwo-dimensional
flow in the horizontal plane and is restricted by the typical assumprions of isoropic and
uniform hydraulic conductivity, uniform recharge, and rhe Dupuit-Forchheimer relarion
(d$/dz = 0, and no resistance to flow in the vertical d.irection). The elevation of the
water table is proportional to rhe quanrity N/k, and $us the height of rhe interfluvial
water-table mound may be increased either by increasing N or by decreasing k (Fig.
1. 1).

RESLILTS: PosInoNAL sENSITIVITY oF THE wATER TABLE
D tmenstonles s po sitional sensitiviry

To find the sensitiviry of the groundwater potential to recharge in the simple
system depicted in Fig. 1.1, equation 1. I may be differentiated u'ith respect to recharge
N. To make the result independent of the dimensions of the s)'stem, all lengrhs are
measured in units of L ([.e., all lengths are divided by L), and rhe resulring panial
derivative is:

. SN = (aO/aN)/L2 = (k€Q/aN)/L2 = -0.5(Dey2 - 2De) (1.2)
in^which DeL = De/L (see Table 1.1). Sru is the "dimensionlesi posirional sensitiviry"
of the groundwater potential with respect to recharg e; i.e., Sp represents a sensitiviry
that is a function only of position in the watershed, and rhat position is independent of
(= normalized by) the dimensions of rhe *'atershed. Qualitatively, SN behaves as
expected: sensitiviry is zero at the rivers because the water table is forced to maintain a
constant head there, and sensitivity is maximum fa:rhest away from the rivers at the
exact middle of rhe inrerfluve.
Acrual po sttional se ns tt iviry

The "actual positional sensitivity" of the water table to a change in recharge is the
quantity a0/aN, which may be obtained by rearranging equation 1.2:

aQ/aN= [(C Lz)/(kQ)] SN (1.3)
(C = 3.171E-10 m s-l/cm )'r1, and is just a factor that ailows N to be measured in rhe
simpler units of cm yrl rather than m s-l; omit C if N is in units of m s-1.) To solve
equation 1.3, geologic and hydrologic information about the aquifer will have to be
known or assumed. Namely, for the aquifer L and k must be ipproximated in some
way; and for the point in question, Q must be known or evaluared from equation 1.1,
and S1q must be evaluated from equation 1.2 (or by reference to Fig. 1.2). In rhe plot of
equation 1.3 (Fig. 1.3) I used the same values for L, k, and N as in Fig. 1.1.

The shape of EqIEN as a function of position (Fig. 1.3) is very similar ro rhat of
Sp, with one slighr modification. As shou,n in equation 1.3, aO/aN is inversely

- -
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Fig. 1.3. Plots of equation 1.3: examples of the actual sensiriviw of rhe u'aler-
table level ro a shifr in recharge , as a function of position (disrance from river A) in rhe
simple aquifer as modeled b;' equation 1. 1. These three plots correspond ro rhe same
three examples depicred in Fig. 1.1;actuai values forthe paramerers are siven in Table
I . I . As an example of inteqpreting the above plots, under the condirions k = k I and N
= \1 then a I cm/1r shift in recharse \ would cha-nge the *'ater-table elevarion by
sliehtlv more rhan 45 cm (0.45 m) near the middle of the inrerfluve.



proporrional ro Q itself. That is, a low g implies a higher sensitivity, and in the specific

example ploned the B half of the aquifer has slighrly lower Q values because river B is

i0 m lower in elevation than river A. Thus, while it is not obvious from Fig. 1.3, the

maxima of the cunes are all slightly shifred tou'ards river B, instead of being at the

exact middle of the interfluve. The value aQ/aN is also inversely proportional to k; thus

aquifers of high permeability are less sensitive than are aquifers of low permeabiliry
(Fig. 1.3), as might have been inferred from Fig. 1.1. Hidden within equation 1.3 is

the inverse proportionality beru,een EQIEN and N (Fig. 1.3): Q, or actually f, is directly

proportional to N (see equation 1.1), but E$/dN is inversely proportional to Q. The
inruitive explanation is rhat as N beromes larger, a unit change in N becomes a smaller

proportion of the total N, and hence has less effect in altering Q.

DI S CUS S I ON: APPLICAION OF POS]TIONAL SEN S ]TT VITY

Meaning and derivarion of application
The application of the above equations describing positional sensitiviry means to

find a A@ or AQ given a AN, or vice versa. That is, given a shift in recharge N, how
much will the water-table elevation change, and how much will the lake levels
associated with that water uble change? Conversely, how much change in recharge
would be necessary to produce some observed change in water-table elevation or lake

level? The change in ground\r'ater potential @ from state I to state 2 (denoted by
subicripts) is

Oz - @r = AO = (aO/aN) AN = L2 SN AN
This equation gives an exact value for AO because aO/aN is independent of both Q and

N. With the relationship O = 0.5 k f, equation 1.4 may be expressed in terms of the

water-table head:

0z _ 0r = AO = {ek)ez SN AN + O1)}0.5 - 0r
This equation is also exact, because it is just a rearrangement of equation 1.4.

However, equation 1.5 is somewhat cumbersome, and for small changes in N or Q then

A0 = (ao/aN) AN = {(L2 Sx)/(or k)} AN C

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

(Again, the constant C merely allows the use of N in units of cm yrl; if N is in units of
m S'1, then C must be omitted.) This equation for AQ is only approximate, bccause

aQ/aN depends on Q (and thus also on N). However, the error in using equation 1.6

(instead of equation 1.5) will be less than 10Vo as long as the resulting estimated change

in head (40*J satisfies the follou'ing inequaJity:

-0.18 Ql S A0.,, < 0.22 $ (r.7)
P ro cedur e for app lt c ario n

The above equadons srrictly apply only to the original simple system modeled by
equation 1.1, namely a srip of aquifer lying between two infinitely long parallel rivers.



While such a sl,srem does not exist in realiry, situations czur be found in the field that
approximare rhis simple s),stem. That is, reiatively homogenous iurfrrcial aquifers If ing
between rwo rivers are common occurrences on the landscape, and the trick is to fit the

acrual geometry, geologv, and hl,drology of the real landscape to the parameters
required by ttre simple-sy'stem model.

As a general example, assume that the landscape includes a small closed-basin
water-table lake lying in a relatively homogeneous interfluve, and that one is interested
in determining how much r}e lale level u'ill change if recharge changes by a given
amount. First, rhe geomery of the real landscape must be fit to the simple model. The
elevation of the base of the aquifer u'ill have to be determined, e.g. the bedrock
elevation or, for a sandplain overlying till, the interface of the sand and till. Then, the

heads of the rivers (0e md h) anO the head at the lale (Sr) may be calculated by
subtracting the elevation of rhe aquifer base from the elevations of these fearures as

indicated on topographic maps. Next, the interfluvial distance is measured. Because no
real pair of rivers is truly parallel, this distance is somewhat arbitrary; I suggest
measuring the shortest distance from the lake to each river (Da and Ds), and then lening
2L=Da+ Ds. Once Da and L are determined, a value for S;r1 ma) be determined from
equation 1.2, or a value of Sy may be easily estimated from Fig. 1.2.

Second, the -eeology and hydrology of the real landscape must be determined;
viz. values for hydraulic conductivity k and recharge N must be determined. Neither of
these parameters is easy to measure, and large errors are to be expected, sometimes up
to an order of magnitude (Giilham and Fan'ol den, 197 4; see also Winter, 198 1). The
best estimates of k and N will come from whatever measurements are available from the
actual aquifer under consideration, although rough guesses for k and N could be
formulated from fairly scant information about the watershed. For example, N could be
estimated from the baseflow of river A or B and from estimating the area enclosed by
the groundwater divides surrounding the river. Then k could be solved for from
equation 1.1, which would fit a k value such that the modeled u,ater-table head would
match that of the lake being investigated. (The next section of the paper will
demonstrate the vaiue of using such a fitted k value.)

At this point equation 1.6 may be solved: a AN may be chosen, and a A$ may be

calculated, or vice versa. The result calculated in the above manner must be viewed as

being very iimited and really only semi-quantitative in manner. The result is limited
geometrically by rhe mis-match of the simple-system model u'ith rhe real landscape: in
the model, the water table is heavily consrrained by the two rivers extending to infiniry
in two directions. ln real landscapes, rivers are finite, and the water table may move
somewhat more freely; hence, except in unusual circumstances, for geometric reasons

the simple-system model should underestimate a A$ for a given AN. Conversely, the

model would overesdmale a AN for a given AQ. As mentioned above, k and N can

only be known very approximately, and errors in k and N would propagate through to

the calculated AQ or AN value. There is also error in estimating elevations from

-



topogaphic maps; such elevations are only accurate to *ithin about o.ne-half of the

contour interval (Robinson et a\.1978). Because of all these limitations, there is

probably no reason to use the more exact equation 1.5 instead of equation 1.6.

Exantp I e of app Ii c atio n : P ar k r s P r a iri e s andp I ai n, we s t - c e ntr al M i n nes on
A sandplain roughly 15 x 15 km surrounds the town of Parkers Prairie in west-

central Minnesota (Fig. 1.4). This sandplain *'as chosen for several important reasons.

First, sandplains in general conform well to the assumptions required by two-
dimensional groundwater models (see below). Second, this sandplain contains many

closed-basin water-rable lakes. Investigation of sediments from these lakes has

indicated significant lal<e-level changes in rhe past in a pattern that is consistent u'ith the

above results of positional sensitivity; namely, lake levels (and hence a.lso water-table

Ievels) changed most in rhose parts of the sandplain farthest away from rivers
(Digerfeldt, Bjcirck, and Almendinger, unpublished data; see Acknowledgments).
Third, the geologic and hydrologic parameters required for groundwater mode[ng had

already been estimated in an earlier study by the U. S. Geological Suney (McBride,
1975). Fourth, overland runoff and interflow are minimal on a sandplain and hence do

not obscure the general a-g, eement of water-table and lake elevations.
The most genuine way of testing tJre applicabiliry of the simple-system model

results to a real aquifer u,ould be to find an interfluvial aquifer for which changes in
water-table elevation and changes in recharge had acrually been measured, and then to

compare these measurements to the AQ values estimated from equation 1.5 or 1.6.

However, obtaining such real measurements is elusive. The next best test is to
construct a full ground*'ater model of an interfluvial aquifer, and to compare the
sensitiviry of rhe water table in the full model to the sensitivity indicated by the simple-
system equations. Because the full groundu'ater model requires the same general

assumptions as the simple-system model, the comparison really only tests how well the

simple-system geometry can be fit to a real landscape.
I constructed a full groundwater model with the analytic-element technique of

Strack (1988) (Fig. 1.5). Assumptions include uniform recharge and hydraulic
conductivity wirhin each bounded region of substrate type (sand and till), isotropy, and

the Dupuit-Forchheimer relarion (dQldz = 0, and no resistance to flow in the vertical
direction). The aquifer base *'as placed at the base of the sand and assumed to be

horizontal. The boundary of the sandplain u'as taken from soils maps (Ameman et al. ,

1969); the locations and elevations of various lakes and rivers *'ere taken from U. S.

Geological Survey quadrangle maps. I included major streams and rivers up to a radius

of about 75 hn au'ay from the center of the sandplain in order to get a broad view of the

water table over a large region; increasing detail was mapped to*'ard the center of the

model, the portion of inrerest being only of about 7 km radius. This analytic-element
model is of infinite area and rhus contains no boundary that circumscribes the region of
interest, as opposed to a convendonal finite-element or finite-difference model.

However, for practical reasons the model is really only accurate in its very cenrral
portion, namely, the sandplain itself. The N/k of the model was adjusted until a
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Spruce Cr

20 km
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Fig. 1.5. Layout of rhe cenral ponion of rhe full ground\r'ater model; model
elements extend fa.r bevond the edees of this u.indow (see rext). AL = Almora Lake.
UG = Upper Graven Lake. C = Cora Lake, and AD = Lake Adley. In rhis vieg, lakes
are shown as combinations of quadrilaterals that are capabie of modeling net recharge or
discharge over the area of the la-ke. However, for t}e model runs in rhis paper the
su'ength of these elements u'as set to zero, and hence rhel' had no effect on lake level.
Lal<e levels u'ere nken to be rhe u'ater-table eievadon ar rhe cenrer of each lake basin. or
the averase elevarion for muhi-basin lakes.
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reasonable fir of rlre \r'ater table u'as obuined in the sandplain. Then values of N and k
were chosen ro match as closely as possible those values estimate'd by McBride (1975);
the final full-model value of h1'draulic conductivity ko = 2.25E-3 ffi S-1, and that of
recharge No = 5E-9 D S-1, or 15.8 cm yr-I.

Using the procedure outlined in rhe above secdon, I fit the simple-system model

to the centers of four lakes in the sandplain: Almora, Upper Craven, Cora, and Adley
(see Fig. 1.4). For each lake, Da.*'as rhe shortest distance to the Wing River, and Dg
was the shortest distance to Spruce Creek. I used ru'o different k values: (1) k", the
same k value used in rhe full model, and (2) k6,, a unique k value fit to each iake using
equation I and rhe estimate of No from the full model. In most cases, ko ) k6,,4
consequence of rhe geometric insensitivity of the \r,ater table of the simple model. That
is, the full model is more sensitive rhan the simple model to N because the simple-model
water table is constrained by infinirely long rivers. However, the simple model can
compensate for its geometric insensicivity by using a lower k value, u'hich increases the
simple-model sensitiviry. Thus, the k6, value is not the actual k value of the aquifer but
is an effective k value that increases rhe simple model sensitiviry enough to allow a fit of
the simple-model \\'ater table and elevations of the t*'o rivers and lake in question.

The full model u'as run at various proponions of No (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0,

1.5, and 2.0 times No), and for each run a lake-level change was calculated for each of
the four chosen lakes; by definition, lake-level change was zero for the 1.0 No run.
Then, for each of these values of recharge, I used the simple model, as fit to each lalce,

to estimate a lake-level (u'ater-tabie elevation) change. In this case, I used the more-
exact equation 1.5 rather than the approximate equation 1.6. I ran the simple model
using both ko (the k of the full model) and k61, as explained above.

The plots of the full-model and simple-model estimates of lake-level change as a

function of recharge (Fig. 1.6) made evident several points. First, and most
importantly, in all comparable model runs Lake Adley (Fig. 1.5D) was the most
sensitive lake, specifically because this lake is located the farthest from the rivers
draining the sandplain. Cora Lake is next farthest, foilowed by Upper Graven and
Almora (see Fig. i.4); in all cases lake-level sensitivity followed the same order and
was thus directly proportional to the distance from the lake to the nearest river. Second,
as expected, the simple rnodel generally underesrimated lake-level sensitivity,
particularly when the same hydraulic conductiviry l<o was used in the simple model as in
the full model. However, u,hen k6, was used instead, the simple model regained
enough sensitivity to produce lake-level changes very similar lo fiose of the full model.
Third, at very low values of recharge the rivers in the sandplain may begin to dry up.
As the rivers shonen, they get farther away from the lakes, and hence the lakes become
even more sensitive. The full model could account for the shortening of the rivers, but
the simple model could not. Hence the sirnple model began to greatly underestimate
lake-level changes at very low recharge values.
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SU'NTENY AND CONCLU S ]O:r* S

Given a change in recharge to a surficial aquifer under steady-state conditions,
closed-basin lakes far from a river u'ill change rheir levels more than will lakes close to a
river, and minimum values for such lake-level changes may be estimated from a simple
analytic model.

These results lead ro some imponant conclusions for rhe study of both modern
and paleo-lake levels. In modern s)'stems it seems clear that lakes l1,ing farthest from
rivers are the mosr vulnerable to a ial<e-level change caused by a change in recharge.
For example, School Section Lake (mentioned in the introduction) sits near the crest of
an interfluvial groundwater divide (\{ohring, 1986), a very sensitive position. Further,
application of the positional sensitiviry of a lake (as fit to the simple model) may help
provide a quick, althouth very rough, estimate of the minimum expected lake-level (and

water-table) change resulting from a eiven change in recharge.
For paleoecological work, the undersunding of the positional sensitivity of lales

should help fust of all in selection of sites for study. If the goal is to find a stable lake
with an unintem:pted sedimentary record, then a lake with an outJet, or at least nea.r a

river, would be a likely candidate. However, if the goal is to investigate past lake levels
as an indicator of climatic change, then lakes far from rivers would be good choices.
The concept of positional sensitivity is also very imponant in the interpretation of paleo-
lake levels. Because of the different positions of lakes in a watershed, a uniform shift in
climate can cause widely different magnirudes of lake-level changes, which could be
misinterpreted if only the surficial hydrology of the lakes is considered. Further, the
simple understanding that groundwater recharge can affect water tables and lake levels
should help provide some realistic complexities in the interpretation of past Iake levels.
A shift in the paleorecharge rate may be the result of change in some mean-annual
climatic pararneter, but recharge can also change abruptly in response to a change in
vegetation.
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CHAPTER 2
GROLINDWATER CONTROL OF CLOSED-BASIN LAKE LEVELS: 2. HOW
RTVER PROXI\4ITY CFIANGES TFIE EFFECT OF EVAPORANON AND DIRECT
PRECIPITATION LINDER STEADY.STATE CONDMONS

ABSTRACT
"Lake pumping" is defined as the net removal of water from a lake by

hydrologic processes acting at rhe lake surface, namely evaporation minus direct
precipitation and minus any input from overland runoff that reaches the lake.

Investigation of a simple anall'tic groundu'ater model of a circular lake next to an

infinitely long river sho*'s rhat the sensitivity of the lake level to a change in lake
pumping is proportional to the distance from the lake to the river. However, the river
has linle power in constraining lake level unless the lake is close to tlre river, f.e. within
a distance of five or ten lake radii. Beyond that distance, large lakes are more sensitive

than smail lakes. The analysis also indicates that lakes lf ing in highly permeable

substrates are not very sensitive to changes in lake pumping. These results may help
interpret rhe causes of paleo-lake-level fluctuations revealed by geologic investigations.

INTRODUCnON
Irvels of closed-basin lakes have been known for over 250 years as indicators

of climate (Smith and Srreet-Perrott, 1983). Such lakes may also be sensitive to
hydrologic shifts effected by non-climatic factors such as changes in the vegetation or
changes in land use by man. On the modern landscape lake-level change can cause

properry damage and devaluation, and understanding the factors to which these lake

levels are sensitive u'ould be valuable. Funher, the inference of past climate from
knowledge of paleo-lake levels can be an important tool in rhe testing or calibration of
climate models (Kutzbach, 1985). Previous studies relating past climate to paleo-lake
levels have been limited to sites u'here gtoundwater flow was assumed to be simple
enough to preclude rhe need for modeling it explicitly (e.g., Kutzbach, 1980; Hastemath

and Kutzbach, 1983; Street-Perrott and Harrison, 1985). Knowledge of how
groundu'ater processes may affect the sensitivity of closed-basin lake levels would
increase the number of sites amenable to paleoclimatic investigation, as well as provide
new insights on the details of past climate.

Closed-basin lakes hy,draulically connected with the u,ater table may change their

Ievels by rwo fundamental mechanisms. First, lal<e levels generally track fluctuations in
the elevation of the regiornl \f,'ater table. Such fluctuations may result from shifts in
groundu'ater recharge as described in Chapter 1. River downcuttin,e, or damming of
streamflow by peat grou,th, for example, may change the elevation of the stream

draining rhe aquifeq such a change in stream elevation could likeu'ise have a regional or
sub-region al effect on the'*'ater- tabl e el evati on.

The second mechanism of changing closed-basin lake levels is the local process

of directly removing $'ater from the lake itself via surficial means, or adding water to it.
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That is, evaporation E directly removes \\,ater from the lake ("surficial output"), and

precipitation P on rhe lake surface, overland runoff, and perhaps interflow directly add

water to the lake ("surhcial inputs"; all units must be consistent, e.g. as cm 1'r-l over the

lake surface, not catchmenr). Under sready-state conditjons, the lake responds only to
rhe net amount of u'ater removed (or added), and rhe la]<e cannot recognize the absolute

amounts of the individual componenrs of surficial ourpuls and inputs. I define "lake

pumping rate," s1'mbolized by y, as rhe net areal discharge from the lake surface,

namely surficial outputs minus surficial inputs. In a sandplain, overland flow and

interflow are minimized, andy = E - P.

Lakes are rhree-dintensional depressions in the landscape that generally intersect
the water table, and rhe groundu,ater flow patterns around and be low a lake nray be

complex (Winter, 1976,1978; Pfannkuch and Winter, 1984; Winter and Pfannkuch,
1984). However, if the aquifer is thin compared u,ith its breadrh nearly all of the
groundwater flow will be tu'o-dimensional in the horizontal plane, and closed-basin
lakes will appear as large-diameter u'ells, *'ith groundwater entering or exiting through
the lake margin much as through a u'ell screen. Indeed, McBride and Pfannkuch (1975)
used both theoretical and field evidence to demonstrale that, for geometric reasons, most
of the groundwater seepage into a lake tends to be concentrated right along the lake
margln. Thus many lakes, at least to some degree, may be considered as large-diameter
wells that pump u'ater out of the aquifer via evaporation and pump water into the aquifer
via precipitation falling on the lake surface. Under steady-state conditions the net

volumetric rate of water pumped out of a lake would be equal to the lake pumping rate T

multiplied by the surface area of the lake. Note that y may be negative (if , e.9., P > E),
in which case the lake *'ill act as a large-diameter injection well.

My purpose is to investigate how the aquifer surrounding a lake can modify the

efficacy of surficial hydrology (collapsed into the single term "lake pumping" y) in
changing lake levels. To rhis end I examine a very simple analytic groundwater model
of a circular lake next to an infinitely long river. Being forced to maintain constant
head, the river tends to constrain any lake-level change caused by lake pumping, and
consequently the fanher lakes are from the river the more sensitive they are to lake
pumping. However, the river's constraining power diminishes rapidly with distance so

that only lakes quite near the river are insensitive to lake pumping. Outside the ra:rge of
the river's influence, large lakes are more sensitive to lake pumping than are small lakes,
as one might intuitively expect. I then apply rhe above simple model results to lakes in a
sandplain in west-central N{innesota, and find that when lakes and rivers are placed in a
geometrically more reaUstic pattern the river has even less control on lake levels than in
the simple model.
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]T{ETHOD : S IMPLE. S Y STEM EQUAT] ON FOR G R OLj\' DU/ ATER POTENT]AL

To simplify the examination of lake-level sensitiviry u'ith respect to Iake
pumping, I chose a system of very simple geometry. For a circular lake next to an

infinitely long river, the groundwater potential O along the lake margin is given by

o = oo - 1y rz/D ln{[D + (D2 - rz;0.s17t1 (2.1)

For an unconfined aquifer, groundwater head Q = (2 O/k)0'5. (See Fig. 2.I and Table

2.1 for an explanation of parameter s1,r:rbols and values; see the appendix for a

derivarion of equation 2. i.) Equation 2.1 is a modification of a simple s)'slem in which
a well and image well are separated by a linear equipotential; there is no uniform flow or

flow from infiniry, and hence @ approaches Oo at infinity. These wells are surrounded

by circular eccentrically placed equipotentials, and one of these equipotentials may be

chosen as a lake boundary. This equation models two-dimensional gloundwater flow in
rhe horizontal plane and assumes homogeneity and isotropy of the aquifer, as well as the

Dupuir-Forchheimer relarion (dQt)z = 0, and no resistance to flow in the venical
direction). The water-table head at the lake boundary is proportional to the quantity -

y/k, meaning that a smaller k or a greater y lou,ers the lake level (and the surrounding
$'ater table), as shown schematically in Fig. 2.18.

RPSUT-TS: LAKE-LEVEL SENSMVITY
Lake levels change as a result of lake pumping berause of *re volumetric rate Q

(ml s-t; at which water is being removed or added. For a circular lake of radius r (m)

undergoing a lake pumping rate of T (m 5-t;, Q = T n r2. Lake level is thus responsive to

borh y and r, and increasing either y or r increases Q and hence tends to lower lake level.

The sensitivity of rhe lake level to these two parameters is just the partial derivative of
rhe groundwater head at rhe lake boundary (given by equation 2.1) with respect to either

Tor r. Note that in the following analyses, lake-level sensitivity will generally be

measured in the negative direction, I.e.,the "greater" sensitivities will be the more

negative sensitivities when calculated as partial derivatives. Because Y was defrned as

rhe lake's net areal discharge, as opposed to recharge, an increase (a positive change) in

y or r will tend to cause a decrease (a negative change) in lake level.
Sensiivtry with respect to lake radius
Sr: the dimensionless sensitivity with respect to lake radius

Equation 2.1 may be differentiated with respect to r, holding y constant. To
make rhe result independent of the dimensions of any specific aquifer and lake, all linear

distances were norrnalized by D, and all rates were normalized by y. The resulting
derivative is

S, = (Eo/&)/(y D) = (k 0 EQrOr)/(y o) =
= (-rsl2)121n{(1 + (i - roz;o.s;lrol - 1/(1 - roz;0.s1
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Table 2. i. Definitions of paranreter st'nrbols rttd values of constants

S1'mbol Definition or value (unit of measurentent)

0

Qo
k
k1
K2

o
oo

Yr

t2

a
D
r
4
rp
sr

= \ 'ater-table head (nr)

= head at river = 20 m
= hydraulic conductiviry (nr s-t;
= 1E-3 m s-1, coarse sand ar:d gravel

= 0.5 kr = 5E-4 m s-l

= 0.5 k 02 = cround\\,ater potential (ni3 5-l;

= 0.5 k 0o2 = groundu'ater potential at river (nr3 5-l;

= &real discharge fro:l the lake, or "lake punrping" (m s-1, or cm yr
I

= l,.E-6 m S-r

-2\=4E-8nrs-l
=f rcrz = r,olumecric rare of lake punrping (t:r3 s-l;
= distance from river ro cenrer of lake (m)
= lalce radius (m)
=D/r = distance fron: river relative to r (unitless)

= ilD = lake radius relative to D (unitless)

= (aO/ar)/(y D) = (k 0 aO/ar)/(y D) = dimensionless sensitivity of the
groundu'ater potential at the lale boundary u'ith respect to a change in lake
radius, holding lake pumping colrstant (ut:it)ess)

OQ/Dr = [(T D)/(k Q)) S, = actual sensitivity of ]ake level with respect to a change in
lake radius, holding lake puntping constant (unitless)

Sy = ()Alt)/r2 = (k Q}Qldy)lrz = di:nensjonless sensiriviry of rhe groundwarer
potential at the lake boundary with respect to a change in lake pumping, holding
Iake radius constant (unitless)

D$lDy = {(C P)/(k Q)} Sy = acrual sensiriviry of lake level u,irh respecr ro a change in
lake pumping, holding lake radius corlsranr (nr/(cn: I'r1), or ny'(m s-t; if C is
omined)

C = 3.171E-10 (m s'1)/(cm 1'r-1), nrerely a conversion factor
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A. Plan viernu

LAKE

t-!rJ. UrCSS-Secllon

River Lake

k1 > k2, and ^/I <^t2

Fig. 2.1. Plan vieu'(A) and cross-secrion (B) of rhe simple svslem of-a circular
lake besjciE an infinjrell' long river. Thjs fi-zure is only' schematiC: equation 2.1 maf ix
used ro calculare rhe g:oundu'ater potential @ or head 0 at the bounda:1' of rlre lake.

Deilnitions of svmbols are siven in Table 2.1.

River
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in *'hich rD = r/D (see Table 2.1). S, is the dimensionless sensiti-vit1' of the
groundrx'arer potential wirh respect ro lake radius and is a function of only the relative
size (radius) of the la-ke.

Equation 2.2 (as depicted in Fig. 2.2) demonstrates the two contrasting controls

on the lake level: (1) when positive (i.e., when E > P), l tends to lower lake level, and

(2) the river tends to maintain lake level at the river elevation. That is, in general, large

lakes have a lower level rhan small lakes given the same y, unless the lakes are

(relatively) close to rhe river, at u,hich point the consu'aining effect of the river overrides

any lowering tendency caused by y. Specifically, as long ?S rp ( 0.7 617 , S, is less than

zero, meaning that increasing the lalce radius u'ill lower the lake level. The maximum
sensitiviry occurs 3t rp = 0.3584; i.e., when the lake is that size, a unit increase in lake
radius will lower the lake more *ran when the lake is any other size. When rp >
0.7617, S, is posirive and the lalce level is controlled more by the river elevation than by

T, until ultimately rD = 1 and rhe lake is tangent to the river, whereupon the lake level is
completely controlled, and hence infinitely sensitive, to whatever elevation the river
happens to be. Tlre point at which ro = 0.7 617 is the critical point of zero sensitivity, at

which the lowering rendency of 7 is exactJy balanced by the constraining tendency of the

river. The sensitivity is also zrro for infinitesimally small lakes, because a tiny increase
in the radius of a tiny lake inffeases the lake area by an infinitesimal amount, and hence

the effect of y in lowering the lake level cannot be expressed.

d0/&: the acrual sensirivir.v u'irh respect to lake radius
Equation 2.2 may be rea:ranged as follows:

Eqrdr = t(y D)/(k Q)) S, (2.3)

The quantiry EQ/Er represents rhe acrual sensitivity of the lake level (- piezometric head

at the lake boundary) with respect to la-ke radjus under the specific conditions of 1, D,

and k; 0 may be calculated from equation 2.1.

To evaluate this expression, values must be chosen for 1, D, and k. The plot of
equation 2.3 as a function of lake radius (Fig. 2.3A) is morphomerically identical to
Fig. 2.2: the two figures have the same critical points along the abscissa. Funher, Fig.
2.3A demonstrates rhe increased sensitiviry of lakes under conditions of either lower k
or higher y, as might have been infened from Fig. 2.1. As an example of interpreting
Fig. 2.3A, consider an aquifer u'ith a h)'draulic conductiviry of k1, a rate of lake

pumping of y1, and rwo lakes (A and B, not close to each other) u,hose centers are I km
away from the river. If lake A has a radius of 350 m, and lake B a radius of 351 m,

then lake B would be about 0.4 mm lower because of the increased effect of y on lake
B's slightly larger area. This tiny lake-level difference is to some degree an anifact of
the very high hydraulic conductivity value (1E-3 D'l S'1, coarse sand and gravel) I used in
this specific example; more common k values would be orders of magnirude less, and
the corresponding lake-level differences u'ould be commensurately greater. This
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Fig. 2.2. Plor of equarion 2.2: S,, rhe djmensioniess sensitivity of the-.

groundu'irer porendal ar rh! lake boundiv *'irh respect to a change in lake radius,

hoid.ing lake pumping Y consanl See text for explanation of crirical points'
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level u'irh respecr ro a charge in lake radius, holding lake pumping y constant, as a

funcrion of lake radius. ki > Id, and yl < p. The disrance D beru'een the lalie cenler
and rhe river is held consranr at 1000 m in rhese examples; values for other Pa.rameters

are given in Table 2.1. (B) Plors of equadon 2.1 solved for 6: lake level as a funcdon of
lale radius, u'irh *re values of parameters rhe same as above.
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example does emphasize, however, that lakes lf ing in highly permeable substrates are

not pafiicularly sensitive to either T or r.

The plot of lake level itself (Q) as a function of lal<e radius (Fig. 2.3B)

emphasizes the meaning of rhe critical points noted in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3A. The steepest

negative slope is for a lake of radius 358.4 m (= rp = 0'3584), and the slope is zero for

a lake of radius of 761.7 m (=+ ro=0.7617), for which size a lake would have the

lowest possible level. The plot funher emphasizes the insensitiviry of lakes lf ing in

highly permeable settings: under conditions of k1 and yt, lake pumping l could lower
lake level at most by only roughly 20 cm.

Sensitiviry wfth respect to y

S.r: the dimensionless

Equation 2.1 may be differentiated u'ith respect to 7 ftolding r constant). To
make the result independent of the dimensions of the aquifer and lake, all distances were
normalized by (= divided b1') the lake radius, giying

Sy = (aO/})/r2 = (k Qd|tdy)hz = -0.5 ln{D, + (D,2 - 1)o's; (2.4)

in which D, = D/r, and D, > I (see Table 2.1 for explanation of parameters). S.y is the

dimensionless sensitivity of the groundwater potential *'ith respect to lake pumping y,

and is a function of only the distance, relarive to r, btween the center of the lake and the
river.' The plot of equ adon 2.4 (Fig. 2.q monotonically decreases, starting with a zero
sensitiviry at the point when D, = 1 and the lake is tangent to the river and completely
controlled by it. The sensitivity continues to "increase" (get more negative, actually)
without bound as lakes get farther away from the river. However, the steepest increase
in sensitiviry occrrs within a distance of five or ten lake radii, and beyond that distance
the sensitiviry increases only slowly with increasing distance.

EQ/ET the acrual sensitivjtv with respect to T
In order to apply Sy, information regarding a specific aquifer, lake, and river

must be supplied. Rea:ranging equation 2.4 gives

a0/4= {(c r\/(k 0)} sy (2.s)

in which C is merely a constant rhat allows lake pumping y to be measured in units of
cm yrl (reasonable units in terrns of lake evaporation and precipitation) instead of m s-I.

The quantiry dQ/Eyis rhe acrual sensitivity of the lake level (= the water table at the lake

boundary) with respect to lai<e pumping y and is dependent on rhe specific values of r
and k chosen; Q may be found via equation 2.7, which further requires that y be

specified.

The plots of aQ/ay as a funcrion of the distance between the lake center and the

river (Fig. 2.5A) are essentially specific cases of Fig. 2.4. The lake radius was fixed at

250 m, and different values of k and y were inserted into equation 2.5. The lale-level
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sensiriviry is proportional to y and inversely proporrional to k; equation 2.5 also implies

that EqlElis also proportional to r2 (not shown in Fig. 2.5A). As an example of
interpreting the plots, consider a lake that sits in an aquifer with a h1'i;su11" conducrivity

of k2, is located 4 km from the river, and experiences a lake pumping rate of y1. Fig.

2.5A rhen implies that an increase in y of I cm yr-t would lower rhe lake level by 3.5

mrn Again, rhe small change in lalce level is a result of the high permeability used in
this specific example, and lower permeabilities would cause greater lake-level changes.

Equation 2.1 may be solved for $ and ploned as a function of distance berween

the lake cenrer and rhe river (Fig. 2.5B) to demonstrate how lake level itself would

change under the same conditions of r, k, and l used in Fig. 2.5A. Fig. 2.5B is not a

plot of the water rable but rather of the level of a 250-m radius lake located farther and

fanher away from rhe constraining river. The morphomerry of Fig. 2.5B is qualitatively
identical to rhat of Figs. 2.4 and 2.5A, demonsrrating that lakes fanher from the river,
lakes lying in subsrares of lower permeability, and lakes experiencing higher rates of
lake pumping are more sensitive to the lake-level change caused by lake pumping.
Shou'n again is the insensitiviry of lakes l;'ing in the highly permeable substrates chosen
for this specific example: for a lake l;'ing in coarse sand and gravel (kr = 1E-3 m s-1)

and located 4 km from the river, doubling lake pumping 7 (from Yr to YJ lowers lake

level by only 10 cm.

DIscUssIoN: THE APPLICABILITY oF LAKE-LE\/EL SENSITIVITY TO LAKE PLII',IPING

The above results strictly apply only to the simple and unrealistic case of a
circular late llng next ro an infinitely long river. An important facet to explore is the

applicabiliry of the simple-system results to a more realistic system. In other words,
what are the biases of rhe simple system, and how may the results of the simple system
be used to gain useful information about real systems?

Any groundu'ater model is limited by its assumptions. The simple system
(equation 2.1) assumes steady state, homogeneity, isotropy, and the Dupuit-
Forchheimer relation, and the model u'ill be inaccurate to the degree that these
assumptions are violared (such violations are explored in rhe aforementioned Winter and

Pfannkuch papers). While ail real aquifers violate all of these assumptions, to some

degree the severity of the violations is somewhat scale-dependent, and local
complexities do not necessarily invalidate general conclusions gleaned from twe'
dimensional horizontal models of regional flow systems. In some respects, a regional
two-dimensional model is not so much \\'rong as it is incomplete: the general regional
trends are present, but local complexides must be superimposed if detailed information
about a specific site is desired. Assume, then, that the simple s)'stem modeled by
equation 2.1 has some general validity on a regional scale; even then the simple system
is limited by its geomeo],. In the simple system the water table is perfecdy consuained
along an infinitely long river, and no real s1'stem u,ould have a $'ater table so heavi)y
constrained. That is, rhe simple s)'srem is geometrically biased to underestimate lake-
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level sensitivity, and it is expected tlat a real system u'ould have greater lal<e-level
fluctuations than those predicted by the results of the analysis of the simple system.

Additionally, the simple s)'stem can handle only one lake at a time, whereas a
real system, or even a regional groundu ater model, lvould include many lakes and
peatlands. If, for example, lake pumping (E - P) were highly posirive, rhe toral
evaPoration from many lakes and peatlands across the region could lower the general
water table. Thus a lake level would lou'er not only because of local evaporation from
that lake itself, but also because of the total regional evaporation from other lales and
peatlands. The simple s)'stem necessarily ignores such a regional effect, and once again
the simple system is biased to underestimate lake-level sensirivity when compared ro a
more realistic system.

The ideal check of applying the simple-system results would be to have actual
field measurements of lake-level response to different values of lake pumping, and then
to compare these measu.rements to lake-level changes predicted by fining rhe simple
model to these lakes. Such actual measurements are not available, and the next best test
would be to compare the lake-level changes predicted by *re simple s)'stem ro those
predicted by a full, regional groundu'ater model of a real aquifer. For this comparison I
chose the Parkers Prairie sandplain in *'est-cenrral Minnesota (Fig. 2.6), and used
essentially the same groundu'ater model as described in Chapter 1. In this version of
the model (Fig. 2.7), the lakes were modeled as simple rectangular elements over which
a lake pumping rate (E - P) could be imposed. The full model requires the same general
assumptions as the simple model (see Chapter 1), and rhe comparison of rhe predicted
lakb-level changes primarily demonstrates t}e limitations of the simple s)'stem's
geomeb.y versus the more realistic geomerry of rhe full model.

Three lakes in the sandplain were chosen for comparison of the simple and full
groundwater models: Almora Lake, Upper Craven La-ke, and Lake Adley (Figs. 2.6 and,
2.7). The simple model *'as fit to each of these lakes by cdculating an effecrive radius
from the known arc.a of each lake, and by using rhe distance bet*'een rhe lake and the
nearest point on the Wing River as the distance D (see equarion 2.1). As expected, $e
simple model greatly underesrimated the lake-level change caused by lake pumping as
calculated in the full groundwater model (Fig. 2.8). Not only is the Wing River not
infinite in length, but the lates lie off the very tip of the river; hence rhe lakes are much
Iess consFained geometrically in the full model rhan in rhe simple model. Thus even in
the simple model, the river's consn'aint on lale levels is limited to the near-river region;
in a system of more realisric geometry the river's power of constraint is even less.

Smnaeny AND coNclustoNs
(1) The larger a closed-basin lake is, the more sensirive it is to a consrant rare of

Iake pumping y, except u'hen the lake is extremely close to a river, e.g., when the
distance between the edge of the lake and the river is about half rhe lake's radius. (2)
The sensitivity of closed-basin lakes to a changing rate of la-ke pumping 1 is proporrional
to the distance to a constraining river; however, lnost of the river's consrraint on lake
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Fig. 2.6. \{ap of the Parkers hairie sandplain area; the specific region shou'n
includes the combined *'atersheds of $e Wing River aad Spruce Creek. Soil
boundaries were raken from Arneman et al. (1969); regions of peat within the sandplain
are not shou'n. AL = Almora Lake, UG = Upper Graven Lake, and AD = Lake AdJey.
The town of Parkers Prairie lies just nonh of Lake Adley.
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20 km

I sand m riu

Fig.2.7. Layour of rhe cenrral ponion of_rhe full ground\*'aler model, u'hich
extends fi beyond ihe edges of this *'indow. AL = Almora Lake, U9 = lJpp.t Graven

Lake, and AD-= Lake Adl-y. Lakes were modeled as simple rectangular_elemens
capable of groundwarer discharge or rerharge over the area of the lake. Only the

soi:rhernm6sr sub-basin of LakJAdJey x'as modeled, because the nonhern sub-basins
are roo shallow to sustain a lake-ievel drop of more than a few meten.
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Fig. 2.8. Lake-level change as predicted by the simpie and fuil groundwater
models, for (A) Almora Lake, (B) Upper Graven La}ce, and (C) Lake Adley in the
Parkers Prairie sandplain. Nore rhe ciifferent scales of the ordinates: Almora (closest to
rhe river) is rhe least sensirive, ard Adley lfanhest from rhe river) is the mosl sensitive.
Evaporacion is pioued along rhe abscissa; the corresponding vaiues of lake pumping g
may be calculared as evaporarion minus precipirarion, assuming precipitation = 63.5 cm
.'ri. The exnernely hi-eh h1'drauiic conducriviry of rhe sandplai i tZ.iSe-l rD s'l, coarse

sand and gravel) makes rhe lakes insensidve ro the effect of Y (and hence also of
evaporarion), anci unrealjsrjcaUv high values of evaporation u'ere required to force iake
levels to chanse on rhe order of a meter.
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levels occurs within a disrance of five or ten lalie radii au'ay from the,river, and beyond
rhat distance the river has little control on how lalie pumping can change lake levels. (3)

La-kes in highly permeable substrates are relatively insensitive to a change in the rate of
lake pumping y.

There are few implications of this srudy for modern systems. While there is an

effect of lake position (proximity to a river) on lake-level sensitiviry, the effect is
somewhat weak and probably u'ill not be particularly helpful in identifying sensitive
lakes on the landscape. However, knou'ledge of the inverse proportionaliry between
lake sensitiviry and permeability may be useful.

For studies of paleo-lal<es, kno*'ledge of how lale pumping interacts with
groundwater can be valuable in inteqpreting evidence of paleo-lake-level flucruations in
terrns of past climate. For example, in order to investigate paleo-rates of E - P, lakes
sensitive to those parameters must be chosen for study, namely large lakes not
particularly close to a river. Conversely, large fluctuations in the level of a small closed-
basin lake lying in highly permeable material cannot be explained in terms of E - P and

must be attributed to another factor, probably a shift in the groundu'ater recharge over
the region (Chapter 1).

In conclusion to both Chapters I and2, in terms of lake-level change, the
separation of the regional effect of shifting groundwater recharge from the local effect of
shifting lake pumping is arbitrary. In realiry, given the proper watershed, all of the
lakes will be connected to each other via the u'ater table, and changes in one lake level
will have an effect, however small, on the levels of other lakes, and local lake-level
changes will be superimposed over regional shifts in the elevation of the entire water
table. The overall value of using a groundwater-based approach in studying past lake-
level change is rhat, by choosing lakes that are sensitjve to different factors, a particular
configuration of the paleo-water table may be mapped, and hopefully that configuration
will have been uniquely determined by a set of decipherable paleoclimatic conditions.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2 :

Strack (1988) derives the equation of groundwaler potendal as a function of
position for a discharge-recharge u,ell couplet as depicted in Fig. 2A.1. This well
configurarion is rhe same as rhat presented in many textboks as a simple example of a

well and image well separated by a linear equipotential. For 0 = piezometric head and k

= hydraulic conductiviry, the groundu'ater potential O = 0.5 k f. Then, following

Strack, @ as a function of position is given by

O= [Q/(47r)] ln{t(x - d)z +y2llt(x + d)2+ y2l} +Oo (2A.1)

in which q = pumping rate of each of the rwo wells, in units of m3/s, and d = the

distance of each well from the y axis (see Fig. 2A.I). In this system the y axis is an

equipotential; orher equipotentials are circles (as will be seen) eccentrica.lly placed

around each of rhe wells. To find the equaion for one of these circular equipotentials,

@ is set to some constant value and then rhe variables of position are solved for. Sening

O = Ol, and again following Strack (1988), eq.2A.L changes to

Or- - Oo = [Q/(an)] ln{[(x - d)2 + y\/[(x + d)2 + y2]] (2A.2)

If the parameter cr is defined in such a way rhat

-2s = (or. - @J 4n/Q (2A.3)

then eq. 2A.2may be rewritten as

"-zcr 
[(x + d)2 + y2] = [(x - d)z + yz1

With some effort this equation may be rearranged in the following sequence:

x2 - ?lx [(l + s-2a11(l - e-za;1 + d2 + y2 = 0

x2 - ?lx corh(cr) + d2 + !2 = 0

and finally yielding

lx-dcoth(q)12+y2=[d/sinh(cr;iz (2A.4)
From this last equation it may be seen that each equipotential is indeed a circle, centered

AI

X" = d coth(q) and y" = 0, with a radius = d/lsinh(ct)1.

Under Dupuit-Forchheimer condirions the circle mapped by eq. 2A.4 may be

considered as rhe edge of a lake of radius r centered at a distance D from an infinitely
long river of constant @ = Oo. Gn this case, no flow comes from infinity; the lake

receives all its warer from the river.) For the purposes of this paper it was imperative to

convert eq.2A.4 inro a form containing the variables D, r, and O so that the sensitivity

(f.e. the derivative) of O with respect to D or r could be calculated. From q.24.4 and

Fig. 2A.l it is clear that

r=d/sinh(ct)l and D =d coth(cr)

Solving both these equations for d, equating the results, and rearranging yields

D=rcosh(cr) (2A.5)
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This simple equarion is the function relating D, r, and @ for a circular lake next to an

infinitely long river; however, @ is embedded in cr, and hence cosh(a) must be

decomposed:

D=r(eo +e-d)/Z

Rearranging and multiplying by eq:

re2e-2Deq*r=0
By the general solution for a quadratic equation, and some rearrangement:

eq=[Dt(D2 -r210511t

In this case, the negative root is discarded because it does not give physically
meaningful results. Taking the natural logarithm:

o = ln {[D + (Dz - rz1os11r7

But from eq.2A.3
cr = (@o - O) Zn/e

Equating these expressions for c and rea:ranging yields

@L = Oo - tQlQn)) ln{[D + (D2 - r\o.sJ/rl
In this paper, the water is pumped from the lake not by a well but by net evaporation
acting over the surface of the lake. Given a steady-state net evaporation (i.e.

evaporation minus precipitation, or "lake pumping") of y in units of m/s, then the

discharge from the lake = lrrz = Q. Substituting for Q results in

OL = Oo - Qr2/2) In ([D + (D2 - r2)0'5]/r] (2A.6)
which is identical to eq. 2.1 presented in the text (the subscript L is dropped in the text).

This final equation satisfies the necessary condition that 01= @o when r = D, f.e. when
the lake is tangent to the river. Funhermore, as r approaches zero, the smaller lake area
reduces the ability of evaporation to lower the lake below the river level; in other words,

limr-:0 OL = Oo.
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CHAPTER 3

LAKE AND GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY DURING THE MID-HOLOCENE ]N
WES T-CENTRAL MIMiE S OTA

ABSTRACT
The response of a lake level to a shift in climate depends on characteristics of

surficial and groundwater h1'drolory that are unique to that lake. Determination of the
past levels of several lakes, rather than just one, should help provide a more unique
determination of past hydrology and climate. Investigation of the sediments of several
closed-basin lakes lying in the Parkers Prairie sandplain in west-central Minnesota
indicates that lake levels were lowest about 8.5 to 8 ka (unpub. material; see

Acknowledgments). I use a steady-state analytic-element groundu,ater model to
quantify the effect of changing regional groundwater recharge N on the elevation of the
water table in which these lakes reside. Because of limited overland flow on a
sandplain, the surficial hydrology of the lakes can be simplified to the net quantity

evaporation minus precipiution, which I label y. I manipulate the N and y of the model
such that the modeled water table coincides with the paleo-lake levels for a given past
time. Model results indicate that lake levels at 8.5 to 8 ka can be explained primarily by

reducing N to 407o of the modern value, coupled with a y of about 20 to 30 cm yrl. By
6 ka N had increased to 50 to 80Va of the modern value allowing most lakes to rise in
level, but y may also have increased forcing at least one lake to remain nearly dry.

I}ITRODUCTION
Knowledge of past climates is important for understanding *re causes of climatic

change (I(utzbach, I976) and for "providing vital verification and 'calibration' checks"
of general circulation models (GCMs), u,hich may help predict furure global climate
(Schneider and Dickinson, 1974, p. 489). For the late Pleistocene and Holocene
epochs, much effort has been invested in inferring paleoclimate from fossil poilen
spectra (e.9., Webb and Bryson, 1972; Webb and Clark, 1977; Bartlein et al., 1984).
The use of pollen to predict past climate assumes, among other things, (1) that climatic
change was the primary factor causing vegetation change, (2) that vegetation response to
climatic change was rapid, and (3) that present relationships between climate and
vegetation (or pollen spectra from surficial sediments) are truly applicable to the past. In
general these assumptions are probably reasonable (Howe and Webb, 1983), and yet
they are untested to the degree that an alternative method of inferring past climate over
comparable temporal and spatial scales has been lacking. "Some independent measure
of climate change is required to tighten up our understanding of vegetation-climate
relations" (Ritchie, 1986, p 68).

One such independent approach is to use past lake levels to infer past climate.
The relationship benveen lake levels and climate has been pondered for over 250 years
(see Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983, for a brief review). It is generally recognized that
the levels of closed-basin lakes (those without a surficial outlet) can be sensitive
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indicators of climate (Richardson, i969; Sreet and Grove, 1979), and for the remainder
of this paper I will be discussing only those lakes with closed basins. On a qualitative
basis, high lake levels correspond to climates with high effective moisrure, and low lake
levels correspond to climates with low effective moisrure. (lhe term "effective
moisture" is intentionajly vague and refers to some unspecified measure of precipitation
inputs minus evaporation outputs from a lake and its catchment.) Qualitative changes in
lake level have been sho*'n to be geographically coherent over the last 30 ka (Street and

Grove, 1979) and are therefore likely candidates from u'hich to infer similarly
qualitative changes in the effective moisture of past climatic regimes.

Quantiff ing the relationship between climate and lake levels permits not only the
inference of past climate, but also the prediction of the effects on hydrology of future
climatic change. This quantification has primarily been through a water-budget equation
that models the surficial hydrological processes occurring in an endoreic (closed
drainage) catchment. That is, the precipitadon inputs are balanced against the
evaporation and evapotranspiration ourputs of the lake and its catchment (e.9., see

Street-Perrott and Ha:rison, 1985; Bradley, 1985, pp.243-247). This approach has
been used to indicate agreement between lake-level data and GCM model results for the
past CKutzbach and Street-Perrott, 1985). Kutzbach (1980) modified the approach into
a combined water-and-energy budget by replacing the evaporation and
evaporanspiration terrns with expressions dependent upon the Bowen ratio (the ratio of
sensible to latent heat loss from a surface) and the net radiation flux across the air-
watershed surface.

In the quantitative inference of past climate from past levels of closed-basin
lakes, simplifying assumptions have been made on at least two levels. First, the myriad
of factors that influence how climate determines the regional hydrology of a catchment
has been generally trimmed to just a few estimable quantities, such as precipitation,
evaporation, and Bowen ratios. Second, the relationship between the regional
hydrology of a catchment and the resulting lake level has also been geatly simplified.
In particular, the effect of groundwater on lake levels has not been examined in
paleoclimatic studies; indeed, some study sites have been chosen at least panly so that
groundwater could realistically be ignored (e.9., Kutzbach, 1980; Hastenrath and
Kutzbach, 1983, 1985). Still, for many lakes groundwater cannot be ignored, leading
Brakenridge (i978) to state "Because of the inseparabiliry of lakes and groundwater, I
am skeptical that any study which ignores the latter can yield valid paleoclimatic
results." While my view is not quite so strict, a major purpose of rhis paper is to
present examples of lake-level changes that are explicable primarily in terms of changes
in the water-table elevation.

It is important to distinguish between lakes and the regional water table in which
they lie. Perennial lakes are essentially expressions of rhe warer table, which they
modify via water-flux processes occurring at their surfaces, such as precipirarion,
evaporation, and receipt of overland runoff. All previous studies of which I am aware
relating closed-basin lake levels and climate have assumed that lake levels result from a
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balancing of water inputs and ourputs rhrough the local s)'stem of rhe.lake and its

immediate carchment. In parricular, to mainuin a steady lale level, inputs must equal

ourpurs, wirh high (gross) fluxes resulting in high lake levels, and low fluxes in low
lake levels. It is true that changing the flux of $'ater through a lalce wiU change is
steady-state level; however, it is not true that a change in lake level necessarily implies a

change in water flux rhrough rhe lake. Lake-level change could result from a change in

rhe elevation of the regional wo.ter table that extends beyond the lake catchment" even

with no appreciable ch.ng" in u'ater flux through the lake itself. Therein lies a danger in

inrerprering past lake-level changes solely in terms of a change in flux of lake water, and

then inferring a paleoclimate from such calculated water fluxes.

Like an individual lake, rhe regional warer table responds to a balance of inputs

and outputs. Moreover, factors that tend to increase the flux of water through the

_eroundwater system (and hence to raise the \^,ater table) often work in the same direction

ro increase rhe flux of water rhrough a lake, hence producing a higher lake level than

would have been caused by rhe rising water table alone. For example, an increase in
precipitation P and a decrease in lake evaporation E and catchment evaPoranspiration
ET would tend not only to raise lake levels directly but also to increase gtoundu'ater

recharge and thus raise rhe ,*,ater table, funher increasing lake levels. However, such

factors (e.g.,P, E, ET, and recharge) do not always work in harmony; furlher, even

when such factors do produce a qualitatively similar response of lake and water-table

levels, rhe spatial pattern of the magnitude of the '*'ater-table response in general differs
from rhe expected responses of individual lakes, where tlre effects of the local catchment

hydrology arc supelposed independentJy on the regional water-table change. The water

table responds to net inputs and outputs that do not occur at the same place: input from
regional recharge (over a relatively large area) is balanced by ourpus from other places,

namely from river discharge (highly localized and linear) or from evaporadve discharge

from lakes and minerotrophic peadands. Conversely, inputs and ourputs of lake water

occur at essentially rhe same place, namely over the surface or through the margins of
the lake itself.

Lake levels, rhen, change in response to climatic and hydrologic forcing: (1) by

being carried along wirh changes in a regional water table that extends beyond the lake

catchment, and (2) by responding to a change in lake-water flux, which is superposed

on the regional warer-table change and modified by the groundwater hydraulics of rhe

substrate surrounding rhe lake. Chapter I explores process (1) and describes the pattern

of change to be expected in an interfluvial water table responding to a shift in regional

recharge. Specifically, rhe u,ater-table response is greatest for points farthest away from

constraining rivers. Chapter 2 explores process (2), and begins by defining "lake

pumping" as the net areal discharge (length time-l) from the lake surface. Lake

pumping, symbolized by y, equals lake evaporation E minus the sum of direct

precipitation P on the lake surface plus any inputs reaching rhe lake as overland runoff.

Foraregionwithminimaloverlandrunoff,f=E-P;noterhatlwillbenegativeifP>
E. For a stable lake level, Y must be balanced by a net groundu'ater flux of equal
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magnitude but opposite sign such rhat the la]<e-water budget is balanced. Chaprer 2

concludes tlat the sensitivity of a la-ke to y is direcdy proportional ro rhe radius of rhe
Iake and the distance from the lake to a constraining river and is inversely proportional
to the permeability of the substrate irr u'hich rhe lake lies. Because lakes differ in their
sensitivities to factors operating on different scales, f.e. local catchment h1'drology
versus regional groundu'ater hy,drology, it is conceivable that rhe panern of lake levels
across a region integrated by a common water table would be a distinctive signature of
the regional hydrology, and, by exrension, of rhe regional climare.

In this chapter I present the results of applf ing this integration of groundwarer
and multiple lakes to the paleo-levels of a series of lakes sharing a common $'ater table
in the sandplain surrounding the village of Parkers hairie in west-cenral \{innesota. I
used an analytic-element ground*'ater model (Ss'ack 198S) to quanrify the effect of
changing regional groundu'ater recharge on the elevation of rhe \r'arer table in which rhe
lakes reside. Each modeled lake included "lake pumping" to quanrify rhe net effect of
local catchment hydrology on lake level. A group of researchers (see
Acknowledgments) has been u,orking on rhe stratigraphies of lake sediments from rhe
region in order to determine the paleo-lake levels. From rhis *,ork I have estimares of
the levels of several lakes in rhe sandplain for t*'o periods of time, about 8.5 ro 8 ka and
6 to 5.5 ka. I rhen manipulated the regional groundwater recharge and local lake
pumping in the model such t}at the modeled water table coincided with the paleo.lake
levels indicated by rhe srarigraphic anall'ses. Lakes in the Parkers hairie sandplain
seem to have had their lowest levels during 8.5 to 8 ka, and to match rhose lake levels
the model required about a 60Vo reduction in groundwater recharge (from rhe modern
value of about 12.5 cm;r-1 to a paleo-value of about 5 cm yrl) combined with a lake
pumping rate (E - P) of about 30 to 40 cm )'rl. By 6 to 5.5 ka lake levels had risen,
but the evidence quantiff ing this rise is not strong. lvlodel results suggest rhat a 20 to
40Vo reduction in recharge (from modern values), coupled with a lale pumping rate of
50 to 80 cm pl, could accounr for lake levels at rhat time.

These results probably have rather large errors that are difficult to estimate
objectively. As more u,ork is done on the stratigraphy of the lake sediment, estimates of
paleo-lake levels will become more refined. For example, lake levels were probably
even lower at 8 to 8.5 ka than those that I used in the model runs presented in rhis
chapter (Bjorck, Feb. 1988, wrinen comm.). Still, I emphasize rhat the panern of lake-
level evidence, and hence the model result, is much sfonger at 8.5 to 8 ka than at 6 to
5.5 ka. The hy&ologic change occurring between the two time periods should be
viewed more as a qualitative trend than a shift from one quantified h;,&ologic regime to
another.

This groundwater-based approach to studying lake-level change should aid our
understanding of how lake levels are related to regional hydrology. However, I have
left unquantified the relationship between regionaJ hydrology and climate, ar least as
climate is usually presented in terms of average values of precipitation and temperarure.
Finally, while understanding the groundwater flow u,as imporunt for interprering the
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lake-level changes in the Parkers hairie sandplain, there may be sites.for which

gloundwater flow may be neglected with impunity. Large rropical or sub-tropical

endoreic catchments for which the cenral lal<e basin is the lowest area in the regional
water-table are good candjdates (e.g., Kutzbach, 1980; Hastenrath and Kutzbach, 1983,

198s).

STL]DY SITE
The Parkers Prairie sandplain iies in the southeast corner of Oner Tail Counry in

wesr-cenrral Minnesota (Fig. 3.1). It occupjes a saddle in the landscape, bordered by
rhe higher Alexandria Moraine Complex and Henning Till Plain on the west and the
Todd Drurnlin Area on rhe east (Arneman et al.,1969). Nonh of the sandplain the

landscape slopes rather gently toward the t-eaf River, and south of the sandplain lies the

relatively steep valley of Spruce Creek, draining southward to the L,ong Prairie River.
The surface of the sandplain grades to ttre nonh and east, implying that it was

deposited by rhe Des Moines glacial lobe rhat occupied the Alexandria Moraine area to

rhe west and the Spruce Creek valley to the south. The sand averages about 15 m in
rhickness, ahhough it thins and feathers u'estward against the moraine and is over 30 m
rhick in the eastern portion of the sandplain (\,fcBride, 1975). Kenle lakes are most
common along rhe southwest border and central portions of the sandplain, where they

occupy ice-contact deposits and an arcient drainage channel, respectively. The
sandplain is drained primarily by the Wing River, u'hich flows eastward before
breaching a gap in the Todd Drumlin Area and rurning north to join the lraf River. The
Wing River is surounded by large fens (probably over 201':'m2); marl underlf ing some

of rhis peat implies that the area was at one time an extensive lal<e, or several lakes.

Modern lake levels across the sandplain, as x'ell as groundwater modeling done by
McBride (1975) and in my study, demonsrate that groundwater from about the
southern third of the sandplain flows south tou'ard Spruce Creek, despite the northward
trend of the sandplain surface.

The region receives about 65 cm 1'rl of precipitation (Lindholm et al., 1972,
based on records from 1934-67), of which lr{cBride (i975) estimated roughly 15 cm

1'rl recharges the water table in the sandplain; the remainder is presumably lost
primarily as evapotranspiration, because overland runoff should be minimal across the

sand surface. Lake evaporation might be similar to potential evapotranspiration (PET),
estimared as about 58 cm 1'rl for Parkers Prairie from a statewide map of PET values
presented by Baker et al. (1979), using the Thornthwaite method. However, assuming
a pan coefficient of 0.7 and using a stateu'ide map of pan evaporation values (Baker er

al.,1979),I calculated lake evaporation as being about 73 cm yrl for Parkers Prairie;
national maps of shallow lake evaporation (lt{e1,er, 1942; Linsley and Franzini, 1979)
show a lake evaporation of roughly 7 6 cm )'rl for west-central lvlinnesota. Considering
the uncertainty in these figures, I concluded that lake evaporation was for all practical
pulposes the same as precipitation; Siegel and Winter (1980) also concluded that lake
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Fig. 3.i. Map of the Parkers Prairie sandplain area: the specific region shou'n
jncludes rhe combined u'atersheds of the Wing River and Spruce Creek Soil
boundaries were taken from Arneman et al. (1969). R = Reidel Lake, AL = Almora
Lake. UG = Upper Graven Lake, C = Cora Lake, AD = Lake Adley, and SM = South
Maple Lake. The approximate boundaries of the peadands overlf ing sand are indicated
by rhe large quadrilarerals near the Wing River: SS = Simonson Su'amp, GF = Griep
Fen, and \']r{F = Nonh \{apie Fen. A similariy large peadand (not shown) lies near the
head of Soruce Creek. The loq'n of Parkers hairie is situated iust nonh of Lake Adler'.
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evaporation equaled precipiration, although their site lies about 85 km.nortlreast of
Parkers hairie.

I chose the Parkers Prairie sandplain for many reasons. It lies near tlre triple-
point of watershed divides for three major river s1,51srns (the upper lv{ississippi,
Minnesota, and Red rivers), u,hich seemed to be a good place to find changes in water-
table and lake levels. Reconnaissance verified rhat lake levels apparentJy did flucruate
during the Holocene. Funher, sandplains are regions for which many realistic
assumptions may be made about both the surficial and groundwater hydrology, as will
be explained later in greater detail.

E VIDENCE OF W ATER - LEVEL CTT.T:.^ G E S

Naare of the evidence
The term "lake level" has obvious meaning as an instantaneous measure of lake

elevation. However, *,hen viewed over an1, 6nir. length of time, a "lake level" exhibits
a variance and mean value that are to a de_sree arbitrary functions of the period of
observation. To the paleohydrologist the "period of observation" is any window of time
during which the lake leaves evidence of its level. The u'idth of the window is
determined by how fast the evidence can respond to lake level, and the u'indow is
smeared by sediment mixing and dating inaccuracies. Knowledge of the response times
of different types of evidence would be valuable in interpreting the longeviry and
variance of paleo-lake levels.

The evidence of lake-level change is spatially discontinuous both locally and
globally. I-ocally, lakes differ in the magnitude of their response to a given climatic
change and in their ability to leave behind evidence of lake-level change. For example, a

lake may have a critical depth so that strong evidence of lower lake levels may be
recorded in its sediment, or perhaps a lake may lie in a substrate that is easily worked
and modified by shoreline processes. Clobally, closed-basin lakes are not distributed
uniformly. They tend to be located in regions in which E > P, and they are often found
in geologically young landscapes *'ith poorly developed drainage s)'stems, such as the
glaciated regions of the Northern Hemisphere. However, even lakes that currently have
open drainages (r'.e., have an outlet) may have been closed under &ier paleoclimates
(e.9., Winkler, Swain, and Kutzbach, 1986) and cannot be discounted as sources of
evidence for lake-level change.

The evidence of Iake-level change is usually also temporally discontinuous.
Whereas in some lakes there may be a relatively continuous record of qualitative lake
levels (i.e., whether the lake had "high" or "low" levels), most quantitative estimates for
paleo-lake levels are restricted to discrete periods of time. To a degree temporal gaps in
the record of quantitative lake levels are a function of methodology, €.9., not enough
sediment cores were taken, or the relevant information contained in a core is not
intelpretable. However, much of the lake-level record can be lost because of
flucruating lake levels. Specifically, extremely low lake levels may expose organic
sediment to oxidation and allow higher shoreline features to be destroyed by erosion.
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Finally, as noted above, not all la}<es record the same climatic exCursion u'ith identical

clariry. A lake may lie in a critical position in the '*'atershed or be of a critical depth such

rhat the lal<e sedimenrs record some specific r,vpe of c[matic shift that is undiscernible in
the sediments of nearby lakes. Because the evidence of lake-level change tends to be

discontinuous over both time and space, one should investigate as many lakes as

possible in hopes that evidence from some lakes can fill rhe gaps in evidence from other

lakes.
Types ofevidence

Many different fearures of rhe biological, chemical, and ph1'sical components of
lake sediments have been used to infer paleo-lake levels (see revieu's by Richardson,
i969; Winrer and Wright,1977; Sueet-Perrott and Harrison, 1985). Water levels at

Kirchner Marsh, \{innesou, were estimated u'ith pollen and macrofossils ilVans and

Winter, 1966), sedimentary pigments (Sanger and Gorham,1972), and diatoms

@rugam, 1980). An interdisciplinary approach was likeu'ise used at Lake Valencia,
Venezuela (Bradbury et al., i981). The agreement arnong several independent rypes of
stratigraphic evidence for lake-level change is important to consider, because factors

other than lake level may contort the record of any one t)?e of stratigraphic marker

@igerfeldt" 1986; Dearing and Foster, 1986). Despite the variery of stratigraphic
techniques available to rhe paleohydrologist, most techniques give only a qualitarive (or

semi-quantitative at besr) estimate of lake level. It is hoped that a series of these

stratigraphic markers can be calibrated in rhe future, so that a single core from a deep

portion of a lake could provide a continuous record of quantitative lake levels.
The most quanriutive estimates of lake-level change have come from examining

evidence of old shorelines. Subaerial srandlines demonstrating high paleo-lake levels
have long been recognized in the more arid ponions of the world, panicularly in the
southwestern United States and in central to north-central Africa. These higher
shoreiines have led to the identification of "pluvial" or "minevaporal" periods
(Brakenridge,l978; Street and Grove, 1979; Smith and Street-Perrott, 1983) and have
allowed some quantification of past climatic parameters (Kutzbach, i980; Hastenrath
and Kutzbach, 1983, 1985). Paleo-lake levels lower than present may be found by
searching for evidence of buried shorelines in sediment cores. Digerfeldt (L975, 1986)

identified buried shorelines from a combination of sand and littoral plant macrofossils in
the sediment column and then demonstrated that such paleo-shorelines could be
reconstructed by follou'ing them in transects of cores from shallow to deep regions of
the lake. Paleo-shoreline evidence is biased toward extreme lake stands, which may
destroy evidence of intermediate lake stands.

Evidcnce of lake-lwel clange tn iln Parkers Prairie sandplatn
In order to fit a groundwater model to a past configuration of the water table,

quantitative evidence of lake levels is needed from as many lakes as possible for a given
dme in the past. For rhe Parkers hairie sandplain the strongest evidence comes from
the time of lowest lake levels, about 8.5 to 8 ka; evidence from a few lakes shows that
by 6 to 5.5 ka the water uble had risen in some porrions of the sandplain. These were
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the only two time periods for u'hich I had sufficient lal<e-level inform.ation to justify the
use of the ground\r'ater model. The *'indow of time over u,hich each of these periods
extends is unknown. As *'ill be shown below, the low lake levels at about 8.5 to 8 ka
persisted long enough to reu,ork material at rhe lake margins into identifiable shoreline
deposits. However, the higher lake ler,els at about 6 to 5.5 ka may have been only a

brief transitional stand on the u,ay to even higher levels. The 500 yr window given for
each period is only a recognirion of radiocarbon dating enor due to old carbonate. I
estimated this possible error as the difference in radiocarbon age between a piece of
spruce wood and the limnic sediment surrounding it, collected from Upper Graven
Lake; the sediment dated about 500 yrs older rhan rhe wood. Hence the uncorrected
radiocarbon age of the lou,est lake levels is 8.5 ka, but the true age may be closer to 8
kq likewise the rising water table dated at 6 ka may actually be closer to 5.5 ka. It
seems unwise to apply this one corection to all other radiocarbon ages in the sandplain,
so I wiil present only uncorrected ages in the discussion that follows.

Almora Lake. Upper Graven Lake. and Lake Adley: In my study of the Parkers
Prairie sandplain, lower lake levels were identified by tu,o methods. The more accurate
and straighforward method was that used by Digerfeldt, u,ho, along wirh his colleague
S. Bjorck of the Universiry of Lund, Sweden, collected transects of sediment cores
from Almora, Upper Graven, and Adley Lakes in the Parkers Prairie sandplain during
March, 1986 (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1). In each lake they identified lower shorelines as
sand layers containing a high concentration of Scirpus (bullrush) seeds. Knowing the
growh habit of Sctrpus, Digerfeldt estimated that paleo-lake levels were about 1 to 1.5
m above the sand and seed lay'er while it u,as being deposited. The three lakes had
different magnitudes of lake-level lowerings, but rhe lowest lake levels were
synchronous and occurred around 8.5 ka. The ages were obtained by Bjorck, who
analyzed the pollen from the sand layer and its surrounding sediment. The pollen
sequence through the sand layers corresponds to a shift from pine to prairie vegetation.
This pollen transition has been identified and radiocarbon dared to abur 8.5 ka in two
long cores from the Parkers Prairie sandplain: Reidel Lale (analyzed by H. Jacobson,
Univ. of Maine) and Upper Craven Lake itself (analyzed by S. Hobbie, Univ. of
Minnesota). All of the work done in Parkers kairie by Digerfeldt, Bjorck, Jacobson,
and Hobbie is as yet unpublished and used only wirh their permission.

For 8.5 ka, then, Digerfeldt and Bjorck estimated lake-level lowerings of 2.5-3
m for Almora Lake and Upper Graven Lake, and 66.5 m for Lake Adley. There is lirtle
quantitative evidence for the levels of these three laJces at 6 ka except that they were
higher than at 8.5 ka. For nrodeling purposes at 6 ka, I subjectively chose lake levels
based on my knowledge of the modeled warer-table sensitiviry Oable 3.2).

Cora Lake and Sourh lr4aple Lake: The other method of identiff ing lower paleo-
lake levels u'as simply to determine the radiocarbon ages of the basal limnic sediment of
several shallow lakes in the sandplain, in this case Cora Lake and Sourh Maple Lale
(Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1). If the lake-level lowerings estimated by Digerfeldt and Bj6rck
indicate a general lowering of rhe sandplain's water table at 8.5 ka, then some of the
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Table 3.1. Locations and gcncral infbrmlrtion lilr tlrc: lrtkcs ltnd pcrtlan(ls ilncstigatcd; all sitcs lic in
Ortcr Tail Counrv. ]r,linncsota.

Lake or
peatland

l:titude, Longitudc
Gencnl Land Sun'c1' locrtion

\r\/aEr

dcptlt
(m)

Arql

(hr)

Scdimcnt
thickness
(m)

Reidcl 460 12',43" N. 950 1 7',03" \\/
SEl/4 SWl/4 scc. 25, T.l3lN, R.37w

Almora 46012'21" N, 95017'48" \\/
n\El/4 sec. 35, T.132N, R.37W

UppcrGraven 46ot t'0{" N, 95o18'25" \\'
Ell2 S\\'1l4 scc.2, T.i3l:.N, R.-17W

Cora 46009'54" N, 95019'27' \\'
N\VI/4 NEli4 scc. 15, T.l3lN, R.37W

Adley, S basin 16007'42" N, 95020'22" \\/
SEI/4 scc.28, T.l3lN, R.37w

South Maple 46010'29" N,95ol3'47" w
El/2 NEI/4 scc. 8, T.l3lN, R.3(r\\/

Simonson 460B'24" N. 95o19'14" \v
Swamp blEl/4 NE l/4 scc.27, T.l32N, R.37\\/

Griep Fen 46013'l l" N, 95o14'37" \\'
N\Vl/4 SWI/4 scc. 29, T.132N, R.-l(rW

Nonh li{aple 46011'57" N, 95o14'11" w
Fen NWI/4 SEl/.l scc. 32, T.l32N, R.36w

4.0

16.5

6.4

?R?

\D

111

2.27

6.05

t.t7

0

0

0

15.83

ND

5.30

2.67

>8.86

2.20

|.96

2.85

4.66

lv.5

ca. l7
(cndrc l:*c: 87.6)

i 6.0

ca.6i0

ca. 790

ca.460

Notes: ND = no dau availablc; Almora q'ls corcd on)y, along a near-shore ransecL Lake location
generally corresponds to thc ccnFal portion of thc basjn, or sub-basin, that u'as cored; Iake areas \\,ere
determined by planimctry from topographic maps. Pcatl;rnd location rcfcrs to thc corc sitc; u,hile the
sites u'ere ncar the pcatland rniddlcs, thc scdimcnr rhickncss rnay not be reprcscnutjve of tlc maximum
thickness bccause of irrcgularitics in tlrc surfacc ol'thc undcrll,ing substratc. Pqrdand areas arc ftc arcas
of the four-sidcd poll'gons uscd to rcprcscnl thc pclrl:rnds in thc groundu,alcr modcl. Gricp Fcn and
North li{aplc Fen are arbit-ra4, subdivisiclns of'onc lrrrgc pclrland.
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Table 3.2a. Sumnrary of cstimarcs of prlco-hkc-lcvcl cllrn-!:cs for thc Parkcrs Pr:iiric sandphin uea fot
approximarcly 8.5 ka (unconcctcil). Incluilcd uc rrotlcling crrors and ranlcs for palco-la-ke

lcvels for the purpose of cxprcssing rclrtiivc conlltlcncc.

l:ke Basin Mo<icll

(m)

Laxc-tcvcl-
clnngc

Constrl in ing3

('ni

Con fidcncc u'ci rht in g valucs4

Pcr basin Sum for cach
lake

Reidel

Almora I
Almora2

Uppcr Cravcn

Cora

Adley I
Adley 2
Adley 3

Adlel'4

South Maple I
South l\{aple 2

-1.07

-0.40
-0.53

-0.6 r

-0.75

+0.64
+0.70
+0.73
+0.82

+1.1 I
+0.94

-2.75

-2.7 5
-2.7 5

-3.0

A'-t.t

a a<

-6.?5
-6.25
-6.25

-2.75
-2.'t5

1-t <

0..5

0.5

r.5

0..5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.-5

0.5
0.5

0.0(*

.t.J:+
| 1 'f

0.8ri2

2.617

0.662
0.662
0.662
0.608

0.901
r.068

0.064

2.&7

0.8{i2

2.97

2.594

1.969

Average absolute
model crror 0.'76

No tes:
lModel error = model elcvation - lakc clcvation cstinr:ltcd lrorn topographic maps, in m above Ir{SL
2lake-lcvel change = Ia]<c lo'cl at 8.5 ka minus lrrkc lo'cl at prcscnt
3Constraining range = subjcctivc asscssment of tlrc rcliribility of tlc cstimatc of lalc-lcvcl change; a

u,iderangeimpliesalowrcliability. Thcmcasurcisnrtt asmtisticalmeasureofdispersion. Seetext
for cxplanation.
4Confidcnce wcighting valuc pcr lu.sin = (l/grurtcr rrrotlcl crror) x (l/construining range) / (numbcr of
basins in the lake). "Grcarcr modcl cnor" is thc :rbsolutc r';.rluc of'cithcr thc actu:tl modcl crror (column
2 above) or tie average modcl crror, u hichevcr is grcal.cr. Scc rcxt for explanation.
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Table 3.2b. Summary of esumarcs of palco-lrrke-lcvcl changcs for thc Parkcrs Prairic sandplain area for
approximatcil' 6 ka (uncon$tcd). lncludcd irrc rncxlcling crrors and ranges for paleo'lakc levels

for utre purpose of cxprcssing rclativc confidcncc.

I-ake Basin N{odcll

(m)

Lakc-lcvcl
rhrn'rn

(m)

ConsLrrrining3

('i
Con fi dcnce u,eiahtin g valuesl
Pcr basin Sum for cach

lake

Reidel

Almora 1

Almora2

Upper Graven

Cora

Adley I
Adley 2
Adley 3
Adley 4

Sourh N{aple I
South Maple 2

- r.07

-0.40
-0.53

-0.61

-0.75

+0.64
+0.70
+U. /J
+0.82

+l.l I
+0.94

-2.5

-2.5
-2.5

-2.'75

-3.?2

4

-2.75
-2.15

I t.l

2.i5
2.75

A 44

0.5

6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25

0.5
0.5

0.080

0.241
0.241

0.298

2.617

0.053
0.053
0.053
0.0J9

0.901
r.068

0.080

0.482

0.298

2.&7

0.208

r.969

Avcrage absolue
modcl crror 0.76

Notes:
1N{odel error = modcl clevaLion - lakc clcvadon cstin'}atcd frorn topographic maps, in m above MSL
2lake-levcl change = lake lcvel at 6 ka minus llkc lo'cl at prcscnt
3Constraining rangc = subjcctive asscssnlcnt of tlrc rcliabrlirl'<lf thc cstinrate of lakc-levcl change; a
wide range implies a low rclirbiliry. The lucasurc is not a statistical mcasurc of dispcrsion. See text
for explanation.
4Confidence u,eighting valuc pcr basin = (l/grertcr nrodcl cnor) x (l/consraining runge) / (numbcr of
basins in the lalie). "Grcarcr modcl cnor" is rhc aLrsolutc valuc ol'cithcr thc actual modcl error (column
2 above) or tre avcrage model error, u,hicho'er is grcatcr. Scc tcxt for cxplanation.
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shallower lakes in the sandplain should harie been nearly if not completely dry, and

hence not depositing sediment. The age of the basal limnic sediment would identify the

time by which rhe warer rable had risen enough so that the lake basin held enough \\'ater

perennially to deposit sediment. Presumably the basal dates from an array of shallow

lakes that differ in deprh or sensitivity could be used to develop a chronology of the rise

in the sandplain's warer table from its lou,est position at 8.5 ka up to the present water-

table elevation.
Care must be taken in rhe collection and interpretation of basal limnic sediment.

Even if a basin is dry or roo shallow to deposit much sediment, there may still be some

residual organics left behind by marsh-like conditions or by earlier limnic conditions.

These organics would give an anomalously old age for *'hen the lake became

perennially'*'ater-frlled. Therefore I avoided any sediment mixed u'ith the coarse sands

and gravels rhat underlie the lakes, and for radiocarbon dating I chose the lowest fine-
grained highly organic sediment immediately above the sands. The basal limnic
sediment from Cora Lake dated to about 6 ka, and that from South Maple Lake to about

5 ka. The interpretation of the water deprh under which such limnic sediment was

deposited is problematic. Over several years I have seen the Parkers hairie lakes

flucruate roughly a merer in depth, which is similar to annual fluctuations in other small

lalces in Minnesota (Manson et a\.,1968) and Wisconsin (Novitzki and Devaul, 1978),

and to annual water-table fluctuations in nonhern Wisconsin (7-aporozec, 1980).

Assuming that a minimum depth of abour 1 m is required to deposit organic limnic
sediment, and assuming an annual lake-level fluctuation of I m (or + 0.5 m), a
minimum average lake deprh might be 1.5 m while the basal limnic sediment was being

deposited. Adminedly the lake level might have been higher and the water deeper than

1.5 m at that time; however, the water u'as appreciably shallower than 1.5 m just prior
to rhe basal sediment age, else the lake u'ould have been depositing sediment earlier.

Hence as rhe lake level rose and rhe u'ater depth increased from less than 1.5 m to equal

to or greater than 1.5 m, at some time near the age of the basal limnic sediment the lake

was 1.5 m deep.
Generally, little can be infened about lake Ievel prior to the onset of organic

sedimentation, except that the water depth was probably shallower than about I to 1.5

m; indeed, rhe basin may have been completely dry and the water table many meters

below the bottom of the larke basin. However, the complete drying of a basin should

destroy any previously accumulated organic sediments. Both Cora Lake and South

Maple Lake have a short segment of sediment (about 20 to 25 cm) that is transitional
between the organic limnic sediment above that \r,as radiocarbon dated and the inorganic
pre-lacustrine sands and gravels below. Both of these core segments contain enough

spruce and pine pollen (S. Hobbie, personal communication) to imply that at least part

of the organics in these segments is resjdual from u'hen a forest of spruce, and later
pine, occupied rhe sandplain, about 12 ro 8.5 ka. It seems unlikely that the water level

in rhe basin ever dropped below this la1,er of residual organics, else rhey would have

been destroyed by oxidation. The pollen grains in rhis layer were not degraded or
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corroded, and rhe sediment \r'as not significantly humified. Whil'e I have no quandutive
information on lake levels during the times of spruce and pine occupation, even these

shallow basins had enough water to deposit some sediment. Funher, the low t*'ater

levels in Cora and South lt4aple were likely to have occu:red at essentially the same time
as the lowest water levels in rhe three lakes investigated by Digerfeldt and Bjorck, i.e. at

8.5 ka. Hence at this time Cora and South N{aple probably had some \^'ater (else the
residual organics would have been oxidized), but they must have had less than I to 1.5

m of water (else they would have deposited more sediment). Assuming again an annual
lake-level fluctuation of about * 0.5 m, I would guess that the two lakes each had a
water depth of about 0.5 m at 8.5 ka. By 6 ka the level of Cora Lalce had risen enough
so that it had a waler depth of about 1.5 m, as reasoned above, u'hile South Maple Lake

was still too shallou, (=0.5 m deep?) to deposit sediment Cfable 3.2).
Reidel Lake. Sjmonson Su'amp. Griep Fen. and Nonh N'faple Fen: Water-level

data from these sites (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1) are essentially qualitarive )'et can aid the
understanding of the hy,drology of rhe Parkers Prairie sandplain during the early and
mid-Holocene. The cenral sediment core from Reidel Lake gave no quantitative
evidence of paleo-lake level, except that the basin has always been u'ater-filled, as could
be expected from the geat depth of rhe mineral basin (about 20 m) and the insensitive
position of the lake (close to the Wing River). For modeling purposes I assumed that
Reidel Lake would have lake-level changes similar to those of nearby Almora Lake for
both 8.5 and 6 ka (Table 3.2).

The history of the peatlands in the Wing River drainage is important because of
their large area, u'hich makes them sensitive to evaporation E and direct precipitation P;

i.e., a small change in E - P could have a large volumetric effect on the water balance of
the sandplain. Unfortunately, peadand genesis and development is complicated and not
well understood. Ideally the changing extent of the peatlands should be mapped over
time by contouring a large collection of basal dates, bearing in mind the caveats about
basal dates mentioned above. But such a mapping project u'as beyond the original
scope of this project. Instead I collected one core from near the center of each of the
major peatlands that I subjectively delimited from the topographic maps, and I used the
basal age of each core to guide me u,herher to include that peatland as an evaporative
surface in the 8.5 and 6 ka model runs.

Simonson Swamp is a forested peatland near the head of the Wing River (Fig.
3.1 and Table 3.1). The basal sediment is lirnnic and of unkno*'n age: no pollen was
found in preliminary raw smears. Despite the thin peat (196 cm), the site still may have
been present as an evaporative surface in some form throughout the Holocene. Griep
Fen and North Maple Fen (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.i) have forested margins but in general
are fairly open peatlands of sedge and cartail. The two fens coalesce to form the major
continuous peatland in the Parkers Prairie sandplain. Spruce pollen at the base of the
Griep Fen core and a spruce-needle rash layer at the base of rhe North Maple Fen core
indicate that both these sjtes probably have been saturated surfaces (eirher open \I'ater or
peatland) for the duration of the Holocene. Nonh Maple Fen (and probably aiso most
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of Griep Fen) was a large shallow lake during the early to mid-Holoccne, as indicated
by i.8 m of relatively clean marl at the base of the core. Thus, because of the old basal

ages, I included all three pearlands in both 8.5 and 6 ka model runs. For lack of
evidence I left rhe peadands rhe same size as today, even though I suspect that they were

significantly smaller in the past.

GNOUTOWATER MODELING
Scope and assumptions of model

The groundwater model of the Parkers Prairie sandplain follows the segment of
the hydrologic cycle be ginning u,irh rhe recharge of u'ater across the surface of the water

mble and ending u,irh rhe discharge of that water through surficial water bodies. The
model ignores hydrologic processes occurring at the surface of tle land, such as

precipitation, evapotranspiration, overland flow, and interflow. For sandplains in
general, rhe high infilu'ation rate and the gentJe topography tend to make overland flow
and interflow unlikely, and hence they could reasonably be excluded. Data from a study
of a closed-basin lake on a sandplain in north-central N{innesota (Siegel and Winter,
1980) indicate rhar overland flow can be unimponant in such a sening: the rise in lake

level following a major storrn could be explained entirely in terms of precipitation and

evaporation over the lake surface itself. Even during spring snowmelt coarse soils
rarely form impermeable frost pavements that u,ould allow significant overla-nd flow
(Storey, 1955; but see Schneider, 1961, for heavier soils). If one neglects overland
flow, then recharge N to the \r'ater table would equal precipitarion P minus
evaporranspiration ET, and rhe surficial water budget of each lal<e could be collapsed

into the lake-pumping term y, which equals lake evaporation E minus P. The

groundwater model can discern only N and y, which are net quantities; the actual values

of P, E, and ET remain unknown u'ithout an independent measure of one of them.
The groundwater model is a steady-state approximation of flow t}rough the

Parkers Prairie sandplain. Steady-state modeling smears all of the water-flux events
(storms, snowmelt, droughts, etc.) over some period of time into one continuous
average flux. Because of the large number of contributing factors, a change in the

steady-state flux can be difficult to interpret. Nonetheless, the usefulness of the steady-
state approach has been well accepted (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). It requires that the
response time of the ground\r'ater system be fast compared to the phenomena being
investigated. For the regional, long-term paleoclimatic trends being investigated in this
study, a steady-state approach seemed appropriate, especially given the fast response

time of highly permeable s)'stems such as sandplains. For example, McBride (1975)

simulared irrigation pumping in his groundu'ater model of the Parkers hairie sandplain,
and rhe modeled water table reached a steady-state configuration after only a few years

of pumping.
I used rhe anal;,tic-element method of Strack (1988) to model the ground\r'ater

sysrem. While some vertical flow may be discerned using principles of continuity
(Strack, 1984; Haitjema, 1987), the model conforms to the Dupuit-Forchheimer
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assumption (dpl}z = 0, but also no resjstance to flow in the verrichl direction), and

hence rhe model is essenrially two-dimensional in the horizontal plane. The model

allows for regions of different permeabilities, but the aquifer within each bounded

region is presumed to be homogeneous and isoropic in the x-y directions. Likeu'ise,

regions of differing recharge nray be delimited, but u'ithin each bounded region recharge

is considered to be uniform. Lales and peatJands u,ere modeled simp)y as polygons

over which recharge \r'as set equal to the quantiry P - E, u'hich is rhe negative of lake

pumping T (and u'hen E > P, the lake "recharge" becomes negative, i.e., dischalge to

the atrnosphere occurs).
The model is rheoretically infrnite in area, although in practice only its central

porrion is accurare. The consequence of the infinite-area approach is that a region very

much larger rhan the area of interest must be modeled. For example, u'hile the Parkers

Prairie sandplain has a radius of about 7 to 8 km, I included in the model major rivers
within a radius of up to 100 km; increasing detail was mapped toward the center of the

model. The advantage of such a large modeled area is that ground\\/ater divides fall out
naturally on rhe modeled landscape. There is no need to surround the immediate area of
inrerest with stringent bundary conditions, erors in which can cause large differences
in rhe response characteristics of aquifers (Franke and Reilly, 1987). More importantly,
such boundary condirions would have been largely unknown under the paleoclimates of
interest in this study.
Modcl caltbration and errors

"Model calibration" refers to the process of fitting the groundu'ater model to the

present-day u'ater-rable configuration and groundwater flux over the region of interest.

That is, the geomerries of both rhe geology and the hydrology of the model must
conform within reasonable limits to information estimated from field evidence or maps.

Then, initial esrimares of geologic and h1'drologic parameters (viz., permeabilities and

water fluxes) are adjusted by trial and error until the water-table shape, groundwater
recharge, and sueam base flow in the model approximate known conditions.

The locations and elevations of rivers, Iakes, and peatlands were uken from
1:24,000 topographic maps. The conract between the glacial deposits and the

underlying bedrock was defined as the base of the aquifer and set at an elevation of 320

m (Lindholm et al., 1972). The sandplain boundaries were estimated from soils maps

(Ameman et al., 1969). The thickness and permeabiliry of the sand had been examined

by McBride (1975), who had modeled the area in a U. S. Geological Survey srudy of
the effects of irrigarion on the sandplain. The sand averages roughly i5 m in thickness

and overlies about i00 m of till; however, in the model I had to treat this entire thickness

as being homogeneous. Because the total thickness of the aquifer is a tiny fraction of its
horizontal extent (less than IVo),the u'ater-table shape and groundwater flux are

determined primarily by transmissiviry, rafier than by either aquifer thickness or
hydraulic conducriviry alone. (Transmissivity equals the product of the h1'draulic
conductivity and the saturated thickness of the aquifer.) Thus even rhough the modeled

sand aquifer was much thicker than the actual sand aquifer, I u'as able to match
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Ir{cBride's transmissivity values by lou'ering the model hydraulic conductivity relative
to that estimated by McBride

McBride quantified the flux of groundu,ater thlough the system by two
methods. He esdmated recharge by examining monitor well hy&ographs, and then he

estimared discharge by measuring the base flow of streams draining the sandplain; under

steady-state conditions recharge should equal discharge. In the groundwater model I
included lake pumping (E - P) from the lakes and peatlands, which was set equal to zero

for purposes of model calibration, as mentioned before.
Given a certain stream configuration and aquifer thickness in a groundwater

model, *re topography of the u,ater table is determined primarily by the ratio of recharge

to hydraulic conductiviry (N'I() within any bounded region uniform with respect to both

N and K. The merhod of model calibration is to input N and K, and then examine the
model output to check how closely the u'ater-table elevations and streamflows match
known values. I checked the modeled u'ater-table elevations at the lakes investigated
stratigraphically (see Fig. 3.1), as well as at a few other lakes in the till surrounding the

sandplain. By trial and error I found rhe N/l( ratios for the sandplain and till that
seemed to give the best shape lo the water-table. Most lakes in the sandplain were

modeled to wirhin 1 m of their elevation indicated on the topographic map ("Model
error" column, Tables 3.2a and 3.2b). This error is reasonable when one considers that

the lake levels current-ly can flucruate a meter annually; moreover, elevations from U. S.

Geological Survey topographic maps have associated errors of roughly one-half the

conlour interval (Robinson et al., 1978), or 1.5 m for the maps of the Parkers hairie
area. The lakes in the till surrounding the sandplain were not fit nearly so well; while
the qualitative shape of the water table was reasonable, the model elevation of the water

table in the till was in error by 5 ro 10 m at some points. Fortunately, the water table in
the sandplain u'as not particularly sensitive to erors in the elevation of rlre water table in
the till.

Once the water-table shape was fit, i.e. once the unique Nfi( ratio was

determined, then N and K u,ere manipulated in tandem (keeping N/I( constant, or nearly
so) to obtain a reasonable groundwater flux. lr4cBride provided estimates for N, K, and

the base flows (Q values) of streams draining the sandplain. Errors in these estimates
are difficult to quantify, but Winter (1981) provides some guidelines. Values of K may

be in error by at least 50 to 1007o, not so much because of improper measurement
techniques but because of the extrapolation of point data over the region of interest
Measurement of srreamflow Q should be possible with an enor <70Va; however, one

cannot be sure that rhe measured Q is representative of the base flow that corresponds to

the presumed steady-state configuration of the water table. Winter does not discuss
errors in rhe determination of recharge (N), but errors caused by the regionalization of
point measurements of recharge should be similar to those errors in K values mentioned
above. Still, rhe general uniformity of sandplains implies that regionalization elrors
would be lower rhan on other landforms.
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Faced u'irh such large unllnown errors, I arbiu'arily chosd a range of fl)Vo
around McBride's esrimates of both N and Q, and I let K be determined by the N/I(
relationship defined by fining the u'ater-uble shape. I t}en ran the model *'ith different
values of N (each wirh a corresponding K) to determine the maximum range in N that

allowed values of both N and Q to be u'ithin 20Va of those values esdmated by
McBride. That is, using borh N and Q toge*rer should provide a bener estimate of the

groundwater flux than by using either N or Q alone. Throughout the analysis I used the

Q value of the Wing fuver, although I did check the reasonableness of the Q values of
the other srreams draining the sandplain. I found that the lower esdmate of groundwater
flux corresponded to \{cBride's N value minus 20Vo: rhe higher estimate corresponded
ro I{cBride's Qwine value plus 2AVo (Table 3.3). I also determined a mid-range estimate

of groundwater flux such that the percentage errors in N and Qu'ug (compared to
McBride's values) were equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. For *ris run I also
arbirrarily set N6n = 0.1 Nsand, and allowed K,;11 to be whatever value provided a

reasonable shape to rhe water table in rhe till regions surrounding the sandplain.
The above procedure provided a range of groundwater models, each one of

which could be considered "calibrated" to the current \\'ater-table shape and groundwater
flux: the exrremes of rhis range are the lou'-flux model and the high-flux model (see

Table 3.3). The quesrion arises whether or not these two models have fundamentally
different responses to a change in climate; if so, then each one would have to be
examined separately to provide alternative h;'potheses in explaining the causes of the
lower lake levels indicared by the stratigraphic analyses. It is true that aquifers of lower
K values are more sensitive to shifts in recharge N (Chapter i). The lower K value of
the low-flux model would therefore make it more sensitive than the high-flux model to a
znrr shift in N. However, the low and high-flux models have nearly identical
sensitivitie s to a proportional shift in N: f .e., a 40Vo drop in N would change the water-
table configurarion in essentially the same $'ay in both the low and high-flux models.
Thus only one model within the calibrated range needed to be fit to the paleo-lake levels,
and the proponional shift in N required by that model would apply to the other
"calibrated" models. I chose to work u'ith the mid-flux model (Fig.3.2 and Table 3.3)
for examining model sensitivity and fitting the paleo-lake levels.
Model sensirtviry

I examined the sensitivity of the mid-flux calibrated model u'ith respect to

recharge N, lake pumping y, and elevation of the Wing River $*inr. That is, I
performed a series of model runs in which all parameters were held constant except the

one being examined. Knou,ledge of the u'ay in which these parameters individually
(although not necessarily independently) affect water-table and lake levels provides
imponant insights into how rhese parameters might have been combined in the past to
create the paleo-lake levels indicated by the sediment anall'ses.

The lake-level response to a lou,ering of N (Fig. 3.3) followed the pattern
predicted in Chapter 1: la]<es far from rhe Wing River dropped more than lakes close to
the river. At 20Va of nrodern N values, Lake Adley (far from the river) would be almost
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Fig. 3.2. Contour plot of the *'ater table generated by the "calibrared"
groundu'ater model using rhe "mid-flux" estimate of recharge (see Table 3.3). Elevarion
is in m above MSL: conrour inren'al is 2 m. R = Reidel Lake. AL = Almora Lake. UG
= Upper Graven Lake, C = Cora Lake, AD = Lake Adley, and SM = Sourh Maple
Lake. The bold lines are rivers: the thin horizontal line across rhe middle of rhe
sa-ndplain is just the connecring edge of several poil'gons placed over rhe sandplain ro
aUow hieher recharse rhere rhan on uhe adiacent dll.
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which N = 4E-9 m s-1, or 12.6 cm 1"r1. Throughout these runs, lake pumping and the
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model.
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8 m lower than today, u'hile Reidel Lake (close to the river) u'ould be less than 2.5 m
lower. The water table would have been roughly 4 m lower at South Maple Lake,

which is lower rhan rlre bottom of the mineral basin: in other *'ords, the lake would
have been complerely dry. The slopes of all the curves in Fig. 3.3 get steeper at lower
values of N because rhe river is gradually dD'ing up and getting shorter; as the river
shonens the distances ro rhe lakes increase, making the lakes more sensitive to a shift in
N. Besides lowering lake levels, a drop in N also lowers the streamflow of the riven
draining the sandplain. As N drops from 100Va do*'n to 20Va of the modern value,

Qwue drops from about 0.61 down ro 0.05 m3 s-1.

Three points need ro be made about rhe lake-level response to an increase in lake

pumping I Gig. 3.4). First, the high hydraulic conductivity of the sandplain makes the

lakes relatively insensitive to a shifr in y. Even with a y of greater than 2 m yrl the most

sensitive lake (Adley) dropped by only about 4 m,far short of the level indicated by the

stratigraphic analyses for 8.5 ka. Further, most of the drop in lake levels was a regional

result of l acting on rhe large peatlands (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.2) near the Wing River --

not from y acring on rhe lakes rhemselves. Other model results have shown that in the

absence of rhe peatlands rhe direct local effect of y on the lakes would lower them by

only a few decimeters. Still, a lake may be sensitive to y from a nearby peatland or large

lake; e.g., South Maple Lake is sensitive to y from $e adjacent North Maple Fen (Figs.

3.1 and 3.4).
Second, rhe lalies far from the Wing River (Adley and Cora) were in general

more sensitive to y than were lakes close to the river (Reidel and Almora), as might have

been predicted by the results from Chapter 2. Again, however, I suspect that the
evaporation from rhe peadands rather than from the lakes themselves is the primary
cause for this panern. The large peatlands can evaporate enough \\'ater to cause a
regional lowering of rhe water table, which would tend to lower more far from the
rivers.

Third, the flanened part of the curve for South Maple Lake demonstrates a
characteristic of the evaporarive drying of lakes: if the surrounding water table is higher
than the bonom of the lake basin, then evaporation cannot lower the water level in the
lake (significantly) below rhe lake borrom. That is, evaporation may lower the *'ater
Ievel right down to the lake bottom, but the constant inseepage of groundwater will
maintain at least some degree of moistness -- perhaps enough to preserve some of the
very basal organic sediments indefinitely. The lower bound on evaporative &awdown
in lakes is in contrast to water-level lowering caused by reduced recharge N, in which
case there is norhing to stop the water table from dropping below the bottom of the lake.

The final aspecr of model sensitivity checked was the response of the lake levels

to a drop in the elevation of the Wing River 0*r, (Fig. 3.5). Under conditions of
lower N or greater y rhe flow of the Wing River must have been reduced, and the river
might well have been somewhat shallou,er than today. Ho\f,'ever, the river is already
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rather shallow, and Sy7;r.,, couid not have been much lower in the pas{, perhaps a meter

or so. Thus a lower fwin, could have only a minor effect on lalce levels, and the model

handles the possible effect in a rather naive manner. I merely lowered the entire river by

a given amount, rarher rhan artempting to ca-lculate a new gradient for a given lower
flow. While the magnitude of lalce-level response is not great, the panern is interesting

berause it is the opposire of rhat expected from a shift in either N or 1 lakes close to the

river are obviously more sensitive to a change in river elevation than are lakes far from
the river.

FITTNG THE PALEO-WATEN TABLE
The previous section ourlining tlre sensitivity of the model to recharge N, lake

pumping Y, and the elevation of the Wing River 0*r, foreshadows the way in which

these parameters must be combined in order to force the paleo-water table to fit the

paleo-lake levels. In particular, lowering N is rhe only mechanism that is strong enough

to account for the exuemely low lake levels indicated by the stratigraphic evidence for

8.5 ka (compare Table 3.2aandFig.3.2,e.g.for Lake Adley). Increasingyis too

weak a mechanism on the sandplain to have been the sole cause of lower lake levels at

8.5 kc however, it may have been involved to some degree. The goal of the modeling

is to find which possible combinations of parameters (primarily N and 1) could
adequately explain rhe paleo-lake levels. In other words, at 8.5 and 6 ka, how much of
the lake level lowering \ ras caused by reduced N, and how much by increased f
Ftttng procedure

In the model low lake levels can be caused by lowering N, which drops the

regional water table, or by increasing 7, which pumps u'ater out of the lake via
evaporation. Hence in rheory a given low lake level could be matched in the model over

a wide range of N values by simultaneously varying y in such a way as to compensate

for different N values. For example, presume a lake level could be matched at a certain

N value and for T = 0. If N is increased, the lake level could be kept low by pumping

water out of it, i.e., by allo*,ing y to increase. In general, lhen, a given lake level could

be explained by a wide range of paired N and y values. This range of values will be

narrowed gearly by investigating as many lakes as possible: because each lake responds

slightly differenrly to N and y, including many lakes in the study will allow for a more

nearly unique determinarion of N and y.

To find an appropriate N and l pair, I chose a certain value of N (e.9., 50Vo of
rhe modern value) and then manipulated y until I obtained a subjectively determined best

fit of rhe model to rhe paleolake levels. I then repeated this process with different N

values to find orher N and y pairs, resulting in a range of N and y pairs each of which

could explain, to some degree, the lake-level evidence for a certain time in the past.

Because of the non-exacr march between the the present-day lake levels in calibrated
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model and rhose estimared from rhe topographic lrutps, the paleo-lake levels were fit
based on the change in model lake levels rather than on the estimated elevation of the

paleelakes.
Riven *,ere modeled as a series of ditches ("Iinesinks" in Strack, 1988), linked

end-to-end in descending order of their elevation estimated from topographic maps. In

the present-day calibrated model each of these segments is discharging , i.e.' the

segment lies below the surrounding u,ater table and thus pumps water out of the

surficial aquifer. Hou,ever, as N was decreased in the attempts to fit paleo-lake levels,

rhe modeled water table &opped below the original input elevation of some of the upper

river segmenrs. In general I presumed that a river segment went dry if the water table

dropped below it, and I would then remove that segment from the model. If the

segmenr were no1 remove-d, it u'ould become recharging , i.e,, the segnent would pump

*it"t into rhe aquifer. ft is extremely unlikely that any portion of the Wing River is

recharging the sandplain because there is no steady-state source of water that could be

shunted to the river to maintain its elevation higher than the surrounding water table.

Overland flow is probably an insignificant source of water to the river on the sandplain

for reasons nored earlier; funher, because the sandplain is at the headwaters of the Wing

River there is no upstrearn source of water.
However, a river should get shallow prior to going dry. I did not have an

objective algorirhm for changing the elevation and gladient of a river as the water table

dropped. Instead, for lack of anything bener I subjectively determined some rules to

follow in lowering the Wing River. First, I assumed that the Wing River is no more

rhan I m deep, at leasr over most of its lengrh in the Parkers Prairie sandplain; in the

model when the water rable dropped more than I m below any river segment it went

dry. Second, I noticed during the modeling runs that a reduction in recharge N always

caused a proponionally larger reduction in the streamflow Q of the Wing- River. For
example, a 4OVo reAuction in N would cause almost a 50Vo reduction in Qwi,.,e, if the

elevation of rhe river segments were kept at the original input values and all recharging

segments were removed. (As N lowers, ground*'ater divides shift on the landscape,

and lower-elevation streams surrounding the sandplain capture proportionally more of
the groundwater flow.) However, if the entire Wing River were lowered by 0.5 m, its

new lower elevation would allow it to pump more water out of the sandplain and to
recapture enough of its flow so that the total reduction in Q would now be only 45Vo.

Thus my n:le was to lou,er the Wing River enough, up to a maximum of I m, to
recapture half of rhe flow reduction in excess of the proportional drop in recharge. That

is, if a 4OVo reducrion in recharge caused a 50Vo reduction in the flow of the unmodified
Wing River, then I lou,ered the Wing River enough so that its flow was reduced by only
45Vo. To conclude, rhe lowering of rhe Wing River was subjective, small, and only
affected those lales quite near rhe rivetr nonetheless it was a useful exploration of lake-

river interactions rhat provide a pattern of lake-level change that differs from the pattern

caused by shifrs in eirher recharge or lake pumping (conrast Fig. 3.5 vs. Figs. 3.3 and

3.4).
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Index of Fit
Because of errors in the srarigraphic anall,ses and ground\^'ater model, paleo-

lake levels are not matched exactly by the model, and during each model run some

modeled lake levels would come much closer than others to the estimated paleo-levels. I
devised a subjective "index of fit" to evaluate how well all the paleo-lake levels were

explained simultaneously by the *'ater table of a particular model run. For each lake I
calculated rhe difference berween the lake-level change in the model and that estimated

by the stratigraphic evidence. The index is essentially a sum over all lakes of the

absolute values of these deviations; the better the fit, the smaller the index.

For several reasons it is not sensible to give each of these deviations equal

weight. First, the quality of the groundwater model is spatially uneven, i.e., the

calibrated model is more accurate in some portions of the watershed than in others.
Lakes lying in an accurate portion of rhe model should be given greater weight than

other lakes. For each lake I calculated a "model error" as the difference between the

calibrated model elevation and that estimated from the topographic maps (Table 3.2,

column 2). Even though model accuracy should include the dynamics of the u'ater table

as well as its staric configuration, for lack of better method I measured model accuracy

as being inversely proportional to the calculated "model error." That is, for each lake I
calculated a "modeling confidence" \'alue as being the inverse of the absolute value of
the model error (with exceptions noted below); I then used this modeling confidence to
weight that lake's deviation calculated during the model runs in *'hich I u'as anempting
to fit the paleo-lake level. However, for reasons noted earlier the present-day lake levels
can be estimated only with an error of about a meter or more. Funher, a lake may be

modeled "accurately" just because it happened to be fornritously located at a point where

the modeled water table was coincident'*,ith the estimated actual \r'ater table. To avoid
giving a spuriously accurate lake an unduly high modeling confidence, I did not allow
any lake to have a greater than average modeling confidence. That is, I averaged the

absolute values of rhe model errors from all the lakes in the study; then for each lake I
calculated the "modeling confidence" as the inverse of the absolute value of either the

lake's actual model error or the average model error, whichever was grealer (see notes,

Table 3.2). In this way ail rhe lakes modeled with reasonable (or gleater than

reasonable) accuracy were given the same average confidence weighting, while the

inaccurately modeled lakes u'ere given proportionately lower confidence weightings.
The orher reason for not equally weighting the deviations of the modeled versus

stratigraphically estimated lake-level changes is that the su-ength of rhe stratigraphic

evidence differs grearly among lakes. The qualiry of the paleo-fit of the model should

be derermined primarily by those lakes for which the quantiutive evidence of lake-level
change is strongest. Other lakes u'hose levels are known only qua.litatively for that

same time period should be included in only a minor way in evaluating the model fit.
For each estimared lake level for a given time in the past, I subjectively determined a

"constraining rarge" (Table 3.2, column 4) that expressed my confidence in that

estimate: the smaller rhe range, rhe higher my confidence. This constraining range was
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used only for weighting rhe relative importance of the lakes and iS not a statistically
derived quantity nor a definite range u'irhin vvhich the paleo-lake level must have lain.

For example, Digerfeldr and Bjorck (personal communication) estimated that at about

8.5 ka Almora Lake was between 2.5 and 3 m lo*'er than today (Table 3.2a); the

esrimate of lake-level change I used u'as 2.75 m u'ith a relatively small constraining

range of 0.5 m, which reflects my high confidence in their estimate of paleo-lake level.

However, compared to Almora, Upper Graven Lake is small and its shoreline features

may not be so clearly or consistently defined. Thus I placed its 8.5 ka level at the low
end of Digerfeldt and Bjorck's esrimate (3 m) and arbitrarily increased the constraining
range to 1.5 m to express my lesser confidence in this estimate. My esdmate of the level

of Reidel Lake at 8.5 ka is essenrially only qualitative: while I can guess that its lake-

level change was similar ro rhat of nearby Almora Lalce, all rhat I know for sure is that

Reidel Lake dropped less rhan 14.5 m, which is the level at u'hich the radiocarbon age

of the sediment is about 8.5 ka. For each lake at each time in the past examined, I
defined the "paleo-lake-level confidence" as the inverse of these subjectively-determined
constraining ranges.

An overall confidence weighring for each la-ke basin for each past time perid
was then calculated as the product of the "modeling confidence" and the "paleo-lake-

level confidence." Because for purely geometric reasons some lakes were modeled as a

series of several basins (vfz., Almora, South Maple, and Adley lakes), the overall
confidence weighting of any one basin u'as divided by the number of basins in that lake;
thus rhe total confidence value for a lake (the sum of the confidences of ttre individual
basins) was not an arrifact of the number of basins. To summarize, for each basin

C2=(CyxCp)lB
in u'hich C2 is the overall confidence weighting, Cy is the modeling confidence, Cp is

the paleo-lake-level confidence, and B is the number of basins in that lake (see Table
3.2, column 5 and note 4). Lakes may be compared by examining the sum of the
confidence weightings of their individual basins (Table 3.2, column 6).

As menrioned above, for each lake basin in each model mn pertaining to a
certain time in the past, I calculated a deviation between the lake-level change of the

model versus that estimated stratigraphically. I then multiplied *re absolute value of this
deviation by C> to get a weighted der"iation for that basin; the "index of fit" value for a

given model run was rhe sum of the weighted deviations of the all the basins for which I
had paleo-lake-level evidence. That is,

Ip = (CEr) lDrl+ (C:z) lD2l +. . . + (Cp,.,) lD,,l

in which Ip is the index of fit for a given model run, Cp is the overall confidence

weighting of a basin, lDl is rhe absolute value of the deviation of a basin, and rhe
subscripts one through n refer to the basins having paleo-lake-level evidence. The Ip is

a subjective value, particularly berause of its inclusion of the paleo-lake-level confidence
weightings. The primariy value of rhe Ip is as a precise way of explaining to the reader

the subjective decision-making procedure I follou,ed in trying to fit the ground*'ater
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model to the paleo-lake levels. Secondarily, the Ip may give some hint as to which

model run -- f.e., which pair of N and y values -- might best explain the evidence of
paleo-lake levels. Because each time period has its own specific set of paleo-lake-level
confidences, the Ip values are comparable only among models of the same time period;

i.e.,Ipva-lues from rhe 8.5 ka model runs are not comparable to Ip values from the 6 ka
model nrns. The generally higher Ip values from the 8.5 ka model runs compared with
those of the 6 ka model runs (see belou') merely indicate that there are more lakes with
srrong enough lake-level evidence at 8.5 ka to contribute significantly to the sum that
composes the final Ip value.
Results of fintng the model rc paleo-lake levels

The lake levels at 8.5 ka could be fit, to a greater or lesser degree, by a range of
models in which recharge N u,as reduced to 30 to 60Vo of the modern value and

coupled respectively with a lake pumping yof 0 to 60 cm yrl (Fig. 3.6). However, the

best fining model runs -- those with the lowest Ip values -- were those with N reduced

to 40Va of the modern value coupled u'ith a y of 20 to 30 cm 1r1. Model runs with N
greater than about 607o of the modern value could not match the low lake levels of
Almora, Cora, and Adley *'ithout extremely high values of y (greater than 60 cm yrt).
A value of y (i.e., E - P) of 60 cm yr-l currently corresponds to the extreme western

portions of South Dakota and Nebraska; a y of 7 5 cm ),rl corresponds to southern

Nebraska to eastern Kansas. The model runs with a y of 20 to 30 cm yrl, a value that

corresponds to portions of lr{anitoba, the eastern Dakotas, and southwest Minnesota,
seem more reasonable. The specific model run in which N = 40Vo of the modern value

and T = 20 cm yrl is plorted in plan view (Fig. 3.7; compare to Fig. 3.2) and cross

secrion (Fig. 3.8) to give a bener graphical representation of what might have been the
general water-table configuration across the sandplain at 8.5 ka.

The lake levels at 6 ka were fit by range of models with N reduced to 50 to 807o

of rhe modern value and coupled with a l of 30 to 80 cm yrl respectively (Fig. 3.9); the

best fit was that with an N = 807o of the modern value with y = 75 cm F-1. As

mentioned above, such a value of y seems high and probably should be viewed with
skepticism for two reasons. First, in contrast to 8.5 ka when least five lakes show good
quantitative evidence of lake-level change, the 6 ka model runs depended almost entirely
on only two lakes, Cora and South lr4aple (compare lake-total confidence weighting
values, column 6, Table 3.2b). Second, South Maple Lake u'as not fit particularly well
by the model. During the calibration run, South Maple Lake had one of the highest
"model errors" (Table 3.2, column 2) of any lake; during the 8.5 ka model runs, the
lake-level change at South N{aple u'as consistendy over-estimated at about -3.9 m,
instead of the targeted -2.15 m (Fig. 3.69). Notwithstanding these concerns, the plan
view (Fig. 3.10) and cross section (Fig. 3. I 1) of the water table for the specific model

run in which N = 807o of the modern value and 'f = 7 5 cm I'rl pictorially represent what

the water table configuration might have been at about 6 ka.
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Fig.3.7. Contour piot of the '*'ater table generated by the ground$,ater model
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modern value, E - P = 20 cm yrl, and the drop of the Wing fuver = I m; this model
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Eievadon is in m above MSL; contour inten'al is 2 m. R = Reidel Lake, AL = Almora
Lake, UG = Upper Graven Lake, C = Cora Lake, AD = Lake Adley, and SM = South
Maple Lake.
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Fig. 3.10. Conrour plot of r}e water table generated by the groundwater model
anempdng ro fir rhe iake ievels at 6 ka. In this modei run recharge N =_8_07o of the
modein value, E - P = i 5 cm1r], and rhe drop of the Wing River = 0.25 m; this model
configurarion had the lowest "index of fil" r'alue (See lig. 3.9, founh "column").
Eleva-rion is in m above \{SL; contour inten'al is 2 m. R = Reidel Lake, AL = Almora
Lake, UG = Upper Graven Lake, C = Cora Lake, AD = I-ake Adley, and SM = South
Maole Lake.
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Still, r}e rrend in lalie levels is still interesdng even if the 6 ka-model parameters

cannot be estimated wirh precision: at 8.5 ka the levels of both Cora and South lt{aple
lakes were approximarely at their bases (i.e., the bottom of their mineral basins), and by

6 ka Cora had risen enough to begin deposition of organic sediment while South l\4aple

was forced to remain at its base. The difference betu'een the sensitivities of rhe two
lakes helps explain this r'end. Cora is more sensitive than South Maple to N (Fig. 3.3),

while South N{aple is more sensitive than Cora ro y fig. 3.4), parcicularly at higher

values of y. The rise in Cora during this time necessitates an increase in N, which in

turn necessirates an increase in y to keep South lr{aple at its base. The major unknown
in this scenario is how events in the nearby peatland may have been affecting the water
level in South Maple Lake. There exists the possibility that peat growth in the basin to
rhe nonh of Sourh }r{aple [:ke may have been a more proximal factor than climate a]one

in raising the u'ater table; however, the mechanism by which peat grouth can be the
cause, and not effect, of a higher \r,ater table is unclear and not fully explored in the
literature.

DISCUSSION
Reladon between nndel results and climate

For a given time in the past, the groundwater model results in a pair of N
(recharge) and T (ake pumping) values that best fit the model \r'ater table to the palee'

lake levels. Climate, on rhe other hand, is usually spoken of in terms of parameters
such as average annual precipitation P and temperature T; indeed, general circulation
models (GCMs) of the climate can produce ourput including not only P and T but also

barometric pressures, wind vectors, humidities, and so forth. As mentioned earlier,

both N and T may be considered ner quantities, which obscures their relationships to the

component climatic parameters. Nonetheless it is important to investigate these
relationships to betrer interpret the possible climatic meaning of a given groundwater
model result, and to discern the way's in *'hich the original groundwater model could be

expanded and improved so as to mechanistically convert N and y into more conventional
climatic parameters.

On a sandplain *'ith no significant overland flow, y simply equals the quanriry E

minus P, with the obvious implication that an increase in y can result from either an

increase in E or a decrease in P. Furrher, an increase in E may well result from an
increase in T; however, Hastenrath and Kutzbach (1983) point out that E and T are not

simply related. On landforms orher than sandplains, l may have to include input from
the catchment as overland flow, which is itself sensitive to P, ET, soil characteristics,
and topography and would require a surl'icial h1'drology model for quantification.

Again, if overland flow is not significant on a sandplain, then N simply equals
the quantiry P minus ET; hence eirher an increase in P or a decrease in ET would cause
an increase in N. On orher landforms overland flow may have to be quanrified with a
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surficial hydrology model handling ropography and soil characterisrics as well as P and

ET. Whil; ET n*)' uhimarely Ue a function of climate, a change in vegetation can also

shifr ET. The conrrol of ET by vegetation should be panicularly evident along
boundaries of major physiognomic groups of vegetation, such as the prairie/forest
border, or even the coniferous/deciduous forest border. As a sweeping generaliry,

under the same climate annual rates of ET are grealest for conifer forests, less for
deciduous forests, and least for grasslands and scrublands @osch and Hewlett, 1982).

A reduction in ET caused by forest clearance may in fact raise the water table (lvloore,

1975; Peck and Williamson, 1987), presumably by increasing N. In north temperate
srares rhis increase in N may be the result of deforestation reducing ET during the cridcal
spring snowmelt period, when most of the annual recharge takes place (Bowes et al.,
1984; Verry et al., 1983). I\4oreover, annual values of P and ET are typically much
larger than N: in the Parkers Prairie sandplain P is approximately 65 cm ),rl while N is
only about 12.6 cm 1rl, leaving an actual ET of 52.4 cm
yrl. Hence a small change in either P or ET could cause a large proportional change in
N. To summarize, a change in N may be the result of not only a climatic shift, but also

a vegetation shift.
In this paper N and y are steady-state parameters and can be used to discern

climatic change only over a certain range of time scales. As mentioned earlier, a steady-

state groundwater model is adequate provided that the groundwater system responds
faster than the climate can change. In fact, for paleohydrologic applications the steady-

state modeling approach is limited more directly by how fast the lake sediments can

record a climatic excursion rather than by how fast climate changes. Mor@ver, for any

one lake both the response time and magnitude of lake-level change are functions of the

type of climaric or hydrologic shift encountered and the unique hydraulic characteristics
of the surface and substrate of the catchment. To conclude, the steady-state results of
the groundwater model can be aligned temporally only to those changes in a forcing
parameter (climatic or othenvise) that have a periodicity greater than tle response time of
the sediment rerords of all the lakes included in the study.

Ciimatic excursions (as smail as individual weather events) that have a

periodicity shorter rhan the response time of the sl,stem are those that are combined into
the average called rhe "steady-state" value. The climatic events comprised by a steady-

state value are usually not unique , i.e., many different combinations of climatic events

may produce the same steady-state value. Hence the interpretation of a steady-state

value, or a change in that value, can be problematic. For example, an increase in N
could be caused by an increase in the average annual P; altematively a seasonal
redistribution of P that intensifies the spring snow,melt period could also cause an

increase in N even if the average annual P remained the same. Because of the
precession of rhe eanh's axis during the Holocene, the effects of seasonaliry are of
particular importance. While they *'ill be not be ultimately resolvable using steady-state

modeling alone, an iterative model of the soil-moisture budget may be useful in
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determining the possible seasonal configurations that could resull in a given steady-state
value.
Climartc implicarions for 85 and 6 ka

The model results for 8.5 ka suggest that N decreased by 60Vo and y increased

by 20-30 cm )'r-l compared to modern values (Fig. 3.6). It is possible that a greater-
than-modern T at rhat rime could increase both ET and E, thus accounting for both the

decreased N and increased y. However in light of the nonhern pine forest that existed in
the region immediately prior to 8.5 ka (Jacobson, unpub. data), it seems more probable
that Parkers hairie .*'as at least as cool as today but significantly drier. That is, a
reduction in P likeu,ise could account for both the decreased N and increased y. It is
even possible that the T u'as much lower than today, provided that the decrease in P was

large enough to be the dominant conrol on N and 1r'alues. Alternatively, the
seasonality in the Nonhern Hemisphere was increased at that time compared to today,
meaning that in general summers were warmer and winters colder (Kutzbach and

Guener, 1986). Such seasonal intensification could account for an increased yby
increasing summer E more than decreasing winter E, when the lakes would be ice-
covered ann 'ay. Funher, this intense seasonality could decrease N by causing more of
the annual precipitation to fall during the summer months (as might be expected by
warmer land masses causing srengthened continental low pressure systems) instead of
during the winter and spring snowmelt period.

Although the evidence is equivocal, it is possible that the rhe water-table
elevadon jumped up slightly at 8.5 ka because of increased N caused by a reduction in
ET as the vegetation shifted from pine forest to prairie. However, by 6 ka the model
suggests that both N and 7 had increased above their values at 8.5 ka. This combined
change in N and T cannot be easily explained as a simple shift in either P or T alone.
The simplest scenario is one in which N increases because of increased P, while at the

same time E increases (presumably because of increased T) enough to dominate the y
value. Alternatively, a seasonal redistribution of moisture that decreased summer P and

increased late winter and spring P could increase N, but y u'ould have to be increased by
other means.

Thus one inteqpretation of the lake-level evidence at Parkers Prairie could be that
a dry and probably cool climate at 8.5 ka shifted to a warmer and wener climate at 6 ka.
At Elk Lake, 115 km nonh of Parkers Prairie, Forester et al. (1987) posrulate a similar
climatic sequence: cool and very dry from 7.8 to 6.7 ka, followed by a u,armer and
wetter period (although still drier than present). In northern l\{ichigan }r,liller and
Futyma (1987) like*'ise corroborate a dry early Holocene followed by a u'etter phase
that caused a rise in the water table after 8 ka and iniriated organic deposition in many
small basins. Paleohydrologic evidence from fluvial systems also seems to support the
general hypothesis of a dry early Holocene to about 8 ka, follou'ed by a u,etter mid-
Holocene (Knox, 1983). [I shou]d remind the reader of the possible 500-yr correction
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to my radiocarbon ages: 8.5 ka may actually be closer to 8 ka, and 6 \a closer to 5.5

ka.l
The above climatic inrerpretarion is somew'hat at variance with the regional

poilen evidence, which indicares rhat the early Holocene (9 ka) was cooler but also

werrer than the mid-Holocene (6 ka) in the region of \r,est-cenral Minnesota (Bartlein er

al., 1984). However, rhe study by Bartlein et al. covers the entire upper Midwest and

cannot be expected to have rhe spatial resolutjon to accomodate each new data Point,
especially since the Parkers Prairie site [es near the edge of rheir data set. Wink]et et al.

(1986) found that Lake \{endora in sourheast Wisconsin u'as lower than present from

abour 6.5 to 3.5 ka. They concluded that reduced precipitation could account for the

lower lake level; hou,ever, they did not explicitly discount increased evaportation as a

factor.
Fuure directtons

Improving the resolution and interpreration of the lake-level modeling technique

presented in this paper will require more u,ork on each aspect of the modeling sequence:

input to the model, rhe model irself, and output from the model. Improvement of the

input would mean collecting more lake-level data via core-Eansect methods; new sites

wirh different hydrologic sensitivities should be selected. ln the Parkers Prairie
sandplain, knowledge of rhe areal extent of the peatlands for a given past time could

remove much of the ambiguity in the regional sensitiviry to y. Of course, the refinement

of techniques for discerning lake levels from sediment cores could lead to a vastly
improved paleo-lake-level resolution over both time and space.

Adding more geologic realism would improve the groundwater model, and in

fact many techniques for doing so already exist. However, the detail of a model is scale

dependent, and in general rrade-offs exist between the regional scope and local detail of
a model (ahhough rhe analyric-element method nearly entirely circumvents the problems

of mixing scales in rhe same model). Betrer understanding of the limitations of a
Dupuit-Forchheimer (two-dimensional) model would allow more judicious modeling of
areas that do not meet the model assumptions as u'ell as a sandplain does; perhaps in
thicker and more anisorropic aquifers a three-dimensional model would have to be used.

Especially important should be rhe use of non-steady-state models to investigate the

characteristic response times of lake levels and surficial aquifers to different types of
climatic changes. Certainly more detailed modeling of fluvial processes could be done,

and rhe interplay between the groundwater and fluvial systems could add important

consu'aints on each other yielding a more unique determination of hydrologic
parameters.

Improvement of the model output means to bener understand the relation

beru'een climatic and modeling parameters and could take two different paths. First,

model and climare parameters could be statistically related. That is, N and l could be

related to each other and a host of climatic parameters (P, E, ET, T, etc') via multiple
regression or muhivariate analyses, provided enough baseline data exists in the

literarure. Thus with modern data a likely climate could be chosen that might produce
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the N and T pair indicared by rhe groundwater model in its anempt to match paleo-lal<e

levels. Second, the model and climate parameters could be mechanistically related; i.e.,

the groundwater model could be extended to include a surficial h1'drology model and its
relation to c[maric parameters of interest. In a sandplain, the surf rcial model would
merely panidon P into ET and N, probably based on a soil-moisture budget. On other
landforms, fre surficial model u,ould have to include overland flow. Other refinements
might include a lake-evaporation model that allows for changes in the heat storage of the
lake, which could be significant for large lakes (much larger than those in the Parkers
Prairie sandplain).

S tncuer,y AND CoNcLU s IoNs
The use of an analy'tic-element groundu'ater model of the Parkers hairie

sandplain in west-cennal Minnesota demonsrated the possibiliry that at 8.5 ka reduced
recharge (about 10Vo of the modern value) u'as the primary cause of lower lake levels.
By 6 ka the model suggested that recharge had increased (to 50 to 80Vo of the modern

value) allou,ing most lakes to rise in level, but that E - P (lake pumping Y) may have also

increased keeping at least one lake nearly dry.
Conclusions

(l) Groundwater can play an important role in determining the pattern of lake-
level change across a region. As predicted by Chapters I and 2 and then borne out in
this chapter, closed-basin lakes far from rivers tend to have larger lake-level changes
than do lakes close to rivers.

(2) Vegetation can have a significalt effect on regional hydrology and hence also
on lake levels. Even small changes in evapotranspiration caused by shifts in the
physiognomy of the vegemtion could have a disproportionately large effect on recharge
to the water table. The genesis and grou,th processes of peatlands could cause large
changes in the area of surfaces exposed to evaporation, and the interaction of peat
growth and streamflow may be an important factor in shifting water table elevations.

(3) Lakes respond, to some degree, individualistically to different climatic or
hydrologic parameters. For example, the lakes in the Parkers Prairie sandplain had
different sensitivities to recharge, lake pumping, and river elevation. Lakes lying in
ottrer types of landforms additionally probably have differential sensitivities to overland
flow characteristics.

(4) Even though the groundwater model gives quantitative estimates for recharge
and lake pumping, at present these values can be related only qualitatively to ciimatic
pararneters. It seems clear that the next step should be to mechanistically link the
groundwater model to climate (and vegetation, to some degree) via the use of a surficial
h1'drology model. There are at least two benefits of such a linkage. First, the added
complexity should allow a bener evaluation of past climate. Each lake is a sensor that is
responding uniquely to different climatic signals. These complex responses of lakes
should be treated as an asset rather than a liability; expansion of the model to include
surface hydrology should allow some of rhis lake-level complexity to be exploited in
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deciphering the details of past climate. Second, the inclusion of surfa.ce hydrology
*orid help ailow a direct interface with the results of general circulation models
(GCMs). This inrerface is important not only for checking the GClt{ results for present

and past climates, but also for using GCI\'I results for predicting the h1'drologic
consequences of possible future climates influenced by the greenhouse effect, nuclear or
volcanic catastrophe, or ozone depletion.
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